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Abstract

Behavioral data from two different experiments conducted at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota is used to uncover the aspects of social decision making.

These experiments focus on situations where individual decision might affect

the payoffs of other parties. In particular, the first experiment includes a

treatment where subjects choose in groups and member decisions may bind

the whole group, whereas the second experiment includes a treatment one

subject makes choices on behalf of another who in turn assigns rewards to

choice making subject. Besides these treatments, both experiments include

a treatment where subjects decide for themselves alone. I expect the be-

havior to be moderated by prevailing social norms in these decision making

environments. I start with introducing the research explained in this thesis

and then give important examples from the past literature in social psy-

chology and economics. I show that the social norms become salient as a

result of several factors including subject’s beliefs about the preferences of

others, subject’s perception about the appropriate behavior in social deci-

sions and subject’s expectations about the possible evaluations to be made

by others after choices and outcomes are realized. I test the effect of these

factors on social decisions and contrast them with choices made alone. In

addition to the statistical analysis, theoretical predictions for certain social

decision making environments are formulated and tested using the exper-

imental data. The findings and their implications for social arrangements

are discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A rational and selfish individual is the subject of analysis in most models

of economic behavior. This simplification serves as a fruitful and tractable

method for the study of real life behavior. However, almost everyone would

agree that the majority of individual decisions, hence the economic choices, is

affected by the social setting that these decisions are made in. Social norms

for decision making become salient through (implicit or explicit) pressure

from the other actors in the society. This thesis aims to document the effects

of social norms on individual choices made in basic economic tasks that

include others as stake holders. In addition, it proposes several explanations

for channels through which social norms become effective and change the

economic behavior.

In this thesis, behavioral data coming from a series of experiments con-
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ducted at the Social and Behavioral Sciences Laboratory of the University of

Minnesota is used to compare individual choices observed during decisions

made alone and in other different contexts where these decisions can affect

the payoffs of other actors. This comparison is employed to understand the

reasons for a behavioral change induced by the existence of related actors.

Consequences of choices made during particular experimental treatments are

certain to fall upon other people and sometimes upon the decision maker

himself. I use the term “social decisions” for referring to these particular

situations. Several different hypothesis are statistically tested throughout

the following chapters of the thesis. The most important ones of these hy-

potheses are the following: (i) A change in attitudes towards risk will be

observed during social decisions, generally making subjects more risk averse

in treatments where risky decisions affect the payoffs of others. (ii) Sub-

ject’s perception about the social norms for the social decision environment

will determine the magnitude and direction of this change. (iii) Change

of risk aversion during social decisions is a behavioral response, i.e. an

adaptive change that decreases the likelihood of retribution and unfavorable

evaluations. (iv) Unfavorable evaluations are especially prominent when

non-preferred choices are made and they result in bad outcomes. However

good outcomes might diminish the effect of decision quality and lead to

favorable evaluations.

I start with asking a simple question that illustrates the motivation for
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this study. Why do people generally drive more safely when accompanied

by passengers in their cars?1 A natural explanation is that social norms

may impose a duty of care on individuals whose decisions can affect the

well-being of others as well as themselves. I provide similar examples using

the following empirical phenomena where adherence to the norm of caution

is a heuristic that decreases the likelihood of blame, retribution and legal

sanctions.2 In developing countries where borrowers can not meet the min-

imal standards for obtaining regular loans, utilization of this social norm

induces members of micro-credit groups to pay back their loans.3 Although

no collateral is demanded, the ability to borrow subsequent loans by each

member in the future depends on the successful repayment of the loan by

other members of the same group.4 This group structure, where individ-

ual decisions have a direct effect on future financial prospects of others,

generates high payback amounts (Hossain, 1988). Social norm of caution

also manifests itself in legal requirements regulating a wide range of fidu-

ciary relations in developed economies. In the United States, the so called

Prudent Man Rule (1830 Massachusetts court decision - Harvard College v.
1As an example, Evans and Wasielewski (1982) finds that unaccompanied drivers drove

closer to the vehicles in front of them than did drivers with passengers.
2The similarity between the experimental design and the motivating examples is ex-

pected to induce subjects to refer to this heuristic while making decisions in groups.
3Highest number of microfinance institutions operate in India & Bangladesh, the most

well-known one being the Grameen Bank founded by Nobel peace prize laurate Muhammed
Yunus.

4Besley and Coate (1995) claim that a high degree of social connectedness among group
members may constitute a powerful incentive device, since the costs of upsetting other
members in the community may be high. I interpret social connectedness as a factor
increasing the power of social norms.
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Armory) dictates trustees to observe the probable safety of capital to be

invested and allows beneficiaries to seek damages from a fiduciary in case of

a misconduct. While an objective measure of safety is not provided by the

rule, the effect of its requirements can be observed in behavioral differences

across institutional investors. Del Guercio (1996) examines the differences

in portfolio structures of bank managers and managers of mutual assets and

finds that the former tilt their portfolios towards high quality assets. Giving

examples from past cases in which fiduciaries are held responsible for losses

on investments that would ex ante be considered as prudent, she argues

that bank managers, exclusively governed by this law, are conservative in

exploring investment opportunities. Another study finds that the average

return for portfolios of educational institutions were much lower than stock

mutual funds during the period (1959-1968).5 This difference is predicted

to arise from prudence standards that places primary emphasis on avoiding

losses. A less restrictive version of the Prudent Man Rule, known as Prudent

investor Act which allows portfolio diversification, still requires the trustee

to exercise reasonable care, skill and caution.6

Before I proceed with the experimental investigation of the role of social

norms in individual decisions that involve others as stake holders, I present

the past literature about behavior in groups. This review, which forms

chapter 2 of my thesis includes two main parts. First part presents the
5Ford Foundation: Managing Education Endowment 1969.
6For the complete text see section 2(a) of the Uniform Prudent Investor Act.
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foundations of choice shift analysis from social psychology which mainly fo-

cuses on hypothetical choice dilemmas presented to subjects deciding alone

or in groups. Second part summarizes the experimental economics litera-

ture examining behavioral differences in skill games or lottery choice tasks

between individual and groups decisions. Throughout this review, one can

easily recognize that the past literature on behavior in groups documents

the significant effect of social setting on individual decisions for a variety of

situations. This observation is another motivating factor for my study of

social decisions and the effects of social norms.

Following the review of past literature, Chapter 3 documents the chan-

nels through which social norm of caution becomes effective in a lottery

choice experiment conducted by myself and Joshua B. Miller under super-

vision of Aldo Rustichini. In particular, this experiment contrasts choices

made in two different treatments: alone and group. Similar to the moti-

vating examples, decisions made in group treatment involve unilateral risks,

the consequences of which fall onto all members of the same group. At each

treatment, subjects make 27 decisions between risky lotteries and risk-free

options. During alone treatment, subjects’ decisions only matter for them-

selves. Unlike this, the decisions made in group treatment are recorded as

votes to be inputs for the group choice function. If all members vote for

the risk-free option, everyone in the group is paid this (undivided) amount

which carries no uncertainty. Otherwise, if one (or more) members vote for
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the risky option, all members are rewarded based on the outcome of this

option. Paid treatments are followed by a questionnaire that collects infor-

mation about subject characteristics. The main claim of this chapter is that

the social norms in the experiment will be determined through two channels:

1) Subjects will be aware of care and caution expected for decisions made

in groups (injunctive norms) and 2) Subjects will have beliefs about what

is more likely to be done by others in these situations (descriptive norms).

Both types of norms are expected to play a role in group decisions and their

effects on individual choices in a group decision making environment are

tested.7 The findings imply that the differences in risk attitudes between

two treatments are driven by prevailing social norms, both injunctive and

descriptive.

In order to have an influence on individual decisions, social norms re-

quire channels through which they can have a moderating effect on choice

behavior. Chapter 4 of my thesis is an exploration of some important ones

among these channels. Besides the first experiment I mentioned in the para-

graph above, this chapter also uses data coming from a second experiment

(conducted by myself and Joshua B. Miller under supervision of Aldo Rus-

tichini) where some subjects are given the role of choosing among risky and

safe options for other subjects who assign rewards to them either through a
7These concepts are defined in Cialdini, Reno, and Kallgren (1990) which argues that

the impact of social norms can be properly understood when we separate the norms as
injunctive norms (what most others approve or disapprove) and descriptive norms (what
most others do).
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rule-based or outcome based scheme. In addition to this, subjects also choose

options for themselves alone which is very similar to the alone treatment of

the first experiment. Starting with the analysis of individual responses pro-

vided at the end of first experiment, I present and classify main motivations

for choice shifts in group choice environments. The responses coming from

the subjects point out an awareness of unfavorable evaluations that might

arise as a result of loss after risky choices. This issue is examined in fur-

ther detail using behavioral data from the second experiment. To do this,

I first compare the preferences revealed during treatments where subjects

choose for others and where they choose for themselves. This, as predicted,

points out a cautious shift for particular options when decisions can affect

the payoffs of others. The rewarding behavior during treatments where some

subjects choose for others reveals three important aspects. First, subjects

tend to assign substantially low rewards when a non-preferred option is cho-

sen for them and results in a forgone payoff (when a safe option is chosen and

risky option yields a higher outcome or when a risky option is chosen and

it results in a low outcome). Second, rewards might be highly independent

of decision quality when the choices avoid losses. Third, when preferences

(revealed during alone treatment) indicate an indifference, the first two ef-

fects are diminished. This pattern observed in reward assignments works

as a device to enhance the salience of social norms which naturally demand

choice of options preferred by the rewarding parties. The choices faced in
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the experiment include various different types of lotteries which enable an

extensive analysis of choice shifts for situations including different risk fac-

tors.

Although the analysis mainly rests on statistical examination of behav-

ioral data, I also focus on theoretical choice models and present the proofs

for predictions offered by these models when applied to the particular exper-

imental environment studied in chapter 3. These models include standard

and rank dependent expected utility representations. Standard expected

utility framework predicts no shift in preferences between alone and group

treatments. This is because voting for risky option in group treatment is

the same as choosing it alone whereas voting for risk-free option generates a

convex combination of risky and risk-free options. Thus, under this frame-

work, when no external cost of making risky decisions in groups is imposed,

any revealed preference in alone treatment is going to be preserved during

the group treatment. Motivated by the fact that voting procedure in group

treatment induces a probability transfer over the outcome space, I consider

rank dependent expected utility framework to explain choice shifts. Eliaz,

Ray, and Razin (2006) shows that a concave probability distortion func-

tion for rank dependent expected utility implies risky shifts during group

treatment. Since concavity of this function would also imply exhibition of

Allais paradox, I test whether subjects have this type of a choice anomaly.

Although I don’t find that the subjects exhibiting Allais paradox are more
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likely to make risky shifts than others, there is evidence that they might

be less likely to make cautious shifts, offering tentative support to the their

theory.8

To summarize the contributions my thesis, I combine the choice shift

literature from social psychology with analysis of decision making in the

context of groups and pairs by using methods of experimental economics.

I show the moderating effects of social norms in shifting individual prefer-

ences when decisions are made in groups where unilateral risks are imposed

on other members or in pairs where one agent is deciding on behalf of the

other. The predominant factor that alters the individual preferences in so-

cial decision making environments is the norm of caution which becomes

effective through evaluations that decision makers are subject to after they

make choices affecting the payoffs of others. I explore the nature of deci-

sion evaluations represented as monetary rewards and show their sensitivity

to quality of decisions and outcomes. I examine how choice behavior re-

sponds to (expected) evaluations by other parties. I also test the accuracy

of predictions offered by popular theoretical decision frameworks including

the recent work by Eliaz, Ray, and Razin (2006). I find that the predictive

power of decision theory would increase if an external cost for violation of

social norms is added to the existing models.
8Both models would predict cautious shifts in an incomplete information game where

a sufficiently high cost for low outcomes is added for risky decisions imposed on other
members.
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The findings presented in this thesis have several implications for so-

cial arrangements. First, responsibility distributions among group members

that make everyone liable for losses due to decisions by a single member,

can be utilized to promote more cautious decision-making. However, this

might also lead to excessive peer-pressure among a group of related people,

generating negative outcomes (for implications of this in the case of mi-

crocredit see Montgomery (1996)). Second, although no explicit reference

was made to the necessity or appropriateness of more cautious behavior in

the experiments, a significant increase in risk aversion is often observed for

choices consequences of which fall onto others. As a result, I believe that

the effect of any regulation or arrangement emphasizing prudence would be

to make this readily available social norm more salient. More specifically, as

the previous examples show, prudence demanded from individuals in simi-

lar decision making environments, is likely to be manifested as an increase

in risk aversion or an increase in aversion to loss. Thus I argue that, to

overcome the shortcomings brought by suboptimal risk taking, regulatory

laws should be more specific about care and caution demanded in financial

decisions.
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Chapter 2

Related Literature

2.1 Social Psychology

Facing the same decision problem, individuals might choose different al-

ternatives when they are deciding alone versus when they are in a group.

The changes in preferences for decisions made alone and in groups are la-

beled as “choice shifts” by the related studies from social psychology. The

terms “cautious shift” and “risky shift” in groups point out the two oppo-

site directions of this change in individual preferences. More specifically, the

term “risky shift” refers to change of individual opinions (or preferences) of

group members towards the more risky alternative while they are deciding

together with the group compared to the case they make decisions alone.

On the other hand, the term “cautious shift” refers to an opposite direction

11



of change in member opinions.

Prior to 1960’s group decisions were generally believed to be more cau-

tious compared to individual ones (see Davis (1992) for a survey). Starting

with Stoner (1961) experimental research provided counterexamples to this

widely held belief and the term risky-shift was coined. He provides several

hypothetical choice-dilemma stories to subjects at the end of which there

is a choice between two possible courses of action and only one of these

choices include uncertainty. At these tasks group decisions were observed to

be significantly more risky than choices made by individuals alone. Among

possible explanations to account for the risky-shift phenomenon, Wallach,

Kogan, and Bem (1964) proposed that when risk becomes shared, decreas-

ing the emotional load of group members, diffusion of responsibility allows

choice of more risky alternatives. Collins and Guetzkow (1964) suggested

that degree of confidence exhibited by high risk takers is usually higher

than average, and these people can persuade others to take greater risks.

According to Brown (1965), high risk positions tend to strengthen social

status in groups and this avoids people from behaving more cautious in

groups. Bateson (1966) mentions the increased attention to the possible

action when people are deciding in groups and claims that when people are

more familiar and comfortable with the task, they perceive less risk.

Following the literature on risky shifts, Stoner (1968) provides a pri-

mary example including actual decisions for hypothetical choice dilemmas
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where individuals make cautious-shifts while deciding in a group. This study

includes items where widely held values (social norms) favor the cautious

alternative. In a series of similar studies, Blascovich and Ginsburg (1974)

argues that cautious shifts (and also the risky ones) can be induced by ap-

propriate manipulation of emergent norm and Blascovich, Ginsburg, and

Howe (1976) supports the hypothesis that individuals will change their risk

levels as a function of the emergent normative risk level of the group. Hong

(1978) attributes the difference in choice shifts by subjects from different

backgrounds to values inherent in the culture they are from. I interpret

these studies as confirming my belief in the power of social norms for ma-

nipulating individual preferences. For the experimental settings used in this

thesis, a cautious shift is defined as an individual’s reversal of preference

from a risky option during the alone treatment to a risk-free option during

the group treatment. Risky shifts on the other hand refer to the opposite

case. I find that subject’s beliefs about others’ attitudes toward risk, and self

comparisons with respect to group members in terms of risk preferences have

an effect on the choice shifts they make. These beliefs and comparisons are

essentially components of the prevailing descriptive norms for a particular

subject. As expected, when descriptive norms point out a popularity of risk

taking among group members, cautious shifts become less likely. Moreover,

individual subjects seem to be aware of injunctive norms demanding cau-

tious shifts for decisions made in the group. Unlike groups, when decisions

13



are made for a single other person, then the social norm naturally becomes

the preferences of that particular individual. In the experimental analysis,

I show how these norms are represented in the evaluations that assign re-

wards to decisions and outcomes made on behalf of this individual. These

evaluations seem to be naturally expected by the decision makers since the

choices they make align with the preferences of the individual making the

evaluations.

2.2 Economics

Previous research in economics related to my thesis, generally falls into

two sets. The first set of papers are concerned with individual versus team

performance for tasks that require skill or effort, whereas the second set uses

experimental methods to explore differences in revealed risk preferences for

individuals and small groups.

No general conclusion has arisen from papers comparing the performance

of individuals and groups. Among important ones, Bornstein and Yaniv

(1998) show that groups playing the ultimatum game offer less and are will-

ing to accept less compared to individual players, which is suggested as an

evidence of more rational play by groups. Blinder and Morgan (2000) con-

duct two experiments (a statistical urn problem where subjects guess the

composition of an urn filled with blue and red balls and a monetary pol-

14



icy experiment where subjects control a model economy by manipulating

the interest rate) where they find out that group decisions on average are

superior to individual decisions. Moreover they do not observe a signifi-

cant difference in the times spent to make decisions when majority rule or

unanimity requirement is used for group decisions. Cox and Hayne (2006)

compare bids made by groups and individuals in a common value auction

and show that groups deviate more from rational bidding when extra infor-

mation is provided. This result resembles that of the risky-shift literature

from psychology. Kocher and Sutter (2005) can not find a strong support

for the view that groups are better decision makers when the competition

environment is an experimental beauty contest game1 but they tend to learn

faster than individuals and generally obtain better payoffs.

There has been a recent interest in experimental examination of risk pref-

erences of individuals and small groups out of which came the second set

of papers we mentioned in the first paragraph of this section. My approach

departs from experimental studies of lottery choices in groups in the way in-

dividual preferences are aggregated to form group preferences. Among most

recent examples of these studies, Harrison, Lau, Rutström, and Tarazona-

Gómez (2005) shows that social risk (which is individual’s risk attitude inside

the group) can be approximated by individual risk attitudes and the findings

do not reveal a significant difference between group and individual choices.
1Beauty contest game is invented and named by Keynes (1936)
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In particular, the outcomes in groups could be closely approximated by the

risk preferences of individual group members whose individual preferences

are learned in a task where they make choices alone. A majority voting rule

was used to determine the group choices. In addition to this, the study can’t

find a significant effect of individual altruism. In Shupp and Williams (2008)

groups are more risk averse than individuals on average yet groups tend to

be less risk averse in low risk situations (where the probability of loss is rela-

tively low). The study uses certainty equivalent ratios for statistical compar-

ison and finds that groups submit significantly smaller certainty equivalent

ratios for high-risk lotteries, indicating increased risk aversion. For the case

of low risk situations the certainty equivalent ratios submitted by groups

tend to be larger to some degree, indicating lower risk aversion. The groups

decisions in their experiment was reached through unanimous agreement (in

case of disagreement the average of member bids were taken as the group

decision). Masclet, Loheac, Denant-Boemont, and Colombier (2006) has a

similar result showing that groups converge to less risky decisions for low

winning percentages. In addition to this, subjects who are relatively less

risk averse are more likely to conform to group average. Risk attitudes in

their experiment is elicited through decisions made over an unordered menu

of options. Group decisions were made using a voting procedure at the end

of which members were expected to reach a unanimous agreement. It was

observed that group members who were relatively less risk averse were more

16



likely to change their votes so as to align with the preferences of others.

This, in turn is cited as an effect that made groups converge to less risky

decisions. Finally, Baker, Laury, and Williams (2007) uses a lottery choice

experiment and compare the risk preferences of three-person groups and iso-

lated individuals. The choice menu they used includes a low-risk and high

risk lottery that allows inference of risk aversion. Between-subjects experi-

mental data used in the study doesn’t show a significant difference of total

number of safe lottery choices between groups and individuals. On the other

hand, within-subjects experimental data shows that number of safe choices

by groups is significantly greater than the average number of safe choices by

members.

In terms of methods used, this study resembles the experimental work

described in the previous paragraph, but my main interest lies in the change

of individual risk attitudes not only when the individual is choosing with

a group, but for the (whole) group or for a single other individual. In this

context, each subject has the potential to be the pivotal player without

the consent or knowledge of other subject(s) whose payoffs will be directly

affected by the decisions. The studies above use majority or unanimity

rules for decisions made in groups. In reality, many risky decisions yielding

correlated payoffs are not made under approval or even knowledge of stake

holders other than the decision maker. Selection of the specific voting rule

is motivated by this observation. A recent study, Charness, Rigotti, and
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Rustichini (2007) focuses on battle of sexes and prisoner’s dilemma games

and shows that salience of the group changes member behavior by increasing

the aggressive stance of subjects when they are watched by their group

members while making decisions. Similar to this study, I expect the saliency

of group membership to increase interdependence of preferences and as a

result group members are briefly introduced to each other before they make

choices in groups.
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Chapter 3

Cautious Behavior in Groups

Social decision making includes situations where risks taken by an in-

dividual may result in outcomes that will influence the payoffs of others

related to the decision maker. This relation can be naturally formed as in

the context of families, relatives, ethnic groups or it can arise out of mem-

berships in teams, committees, organizations etc. The term “group” used in

the discussion refers to these type of arrangements. The decisions that mat-

ter for all (or most) members of these social groups are often made through

collaborative discussions at the end of which members reach an agreement.

However, many times these decisions are made without the approval or even

the knowledge of most members the group.

The data used in this chapter of my thesis comes from an experiment

which is an attempt to study individual behavior during this latter type of
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decisions. Here, group members vote in order to decide for the choice of risky

or safe options which determine the payoffs of each member at the same time.

The consequences of risky choices made by a single (or more) member are

certain to fall upon all members the same group whereas safe choices require

unanimity. When the decision made by a single member can generate a loss

for all members of the group, it is expected that the norm of caution will

prevail and induce a shift on the preferences towards safe options. This shift

will obviously depend on many factors and my main interest is the effect of

individual perceptions of the social norm on the choice shifts made during

the experiment. These social norms will be categorized as injunctive and

descriptive norms. Injunctive norms represent the subject’s beliefs about

what is proper to be done when your choices that include a certain amount

of risk can affect others. Descriptive norms represent the beliefs about what

is most likely to be done by others in these cases. Besides the behavioral

predictions based on social norms, the implications of theoretical choice

models for this particular experimental environment is also tested.

3.1 Experimental Design and Procedures

Each experimental session consists of a group treatment and an alone

treatment that involve subjects deciding between risky and safe (risk-free)
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options, and a post-experiment questionnaire.1 Each treatment consists of

27 decisions that are presented in the same order across treatments and

across subjects. The safe options consist of one of nine certain payments

between $6 and $14 and each risky option consists of a lottery that pays

either $5 or $15. There are three distinct risky lotteries, a low value lottery

with a 25% chance of paying out $15 and a 75% chance of paying out $5, a

medium value lottery with an equal chance for each payoff and a high value

lottery with a 75% chance of paying out $15. Each lottery is presented (see

Appendix B for a sample choice screen) within a menu consisting of nine

decisions between that lottery and each of the 9 certain payments ordered

from least to greatest.2 In each treatment subjects complete three stages,

the first stage presents the menu of nine decisions between the medium

value lottery and the certain payments, the second stage presents the nine

decision menu with the high value lottery, and the final stage presents the

nine decision menu with the low value lottery.

In the alone treatment subject’s decisions are simply choices between

the risky and safe option where the payoff of the chosen option, if selected

for payment, is paid only to the individual making the choice. In the group
1The options were entitled risky option and safe option so as to call attention to

injunctive social norms if they exist. Our interest was in whether or not subjects would
be willing to trade off their preferences for a social norm. Therefore, as noted in Cialdini,
Reno, and Kallgren (1990), the salience of the social norm was important.

2This presentation is similar to the menus of Holt and Laury (2002). Subjects were
not instructed to make consistent menu choices, though 87 out of 96 subjects did for all
three menus.
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treatment subjects are assigned to 3-member groups with no communication

among members and guaranteed confidentiality of member decisions. In the

group treatment the physical decision is the same, but instead of the decision

being recorded as a choice, the decision is recorded as a vote to be integrated

into a group choice function that selects one of the options. The group choice

function selects the safe option if each member votes for it, but if one or

more members vote for the risky option the group choice function selects the

risky option. Each member receives the identical (undivided) payoff from

the selected option if that option is selected for payment at the end of the

experiment.

In the questionnaire which followed the two treatments four sections

were designed so as to infer the subject’s views of prevailing descriptive so-

cial norms, determine the role of injunctive social norms and to assess the

degree to which subjects exhibit Allais’ Paradox so as the test the predictive

power of the theory of Eliaz, Ray, and Razin (2006). Subjects were presented

with three decisions that were made in the experiment and asked to guess

which decision was the most popular in the alone treatment.3 Looking at the

guesses one can infer that subjects who more frequently guess that the risky

option is more popular for these decisions also view the descriptive social

norm with respect to risk attitudes when choosing alone is of higher riskiness
3The decisions involved the medium value lottery menu with the certain payments of

$8, $10 and $12. By selecting these particular options where the popularity of risk-free
option is expected to differ significantly, the aim is to generate a variety in guesses.
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(compared to other subjects who make different guesses). Subjects were also

asked to rate if they believed their risk attitudes were more risky, less risky

or of the same risk compared to others so as to get a finer measure on each

subjects’ view of the descriptive social norm when choosing alone, specifi-

cally their relative attitude with respect to the norm. In order to uncover

awareness of the injunctive social norm when voting with the group subjects

were asked to assess their own behavior by responding if their decisions were

more risky, less risky or of the same risk between treatments. Combining

their actual decisions with their self-assessments allows one to uncover if

subjects who are more risky with the group are more unwilling to admit

they are compared to those who are less risky with the group, which would

indicate an injunctive norm favoring the safe option when choosing alone.4

Depending on their responses, subjects were also asked the specify the rea-

son for behaving more risky/less risky/same during the group treatment.

The final aspect of the questionnaire used in analysis involved checking if

subjects exhibited Allais’ Paradox in an environment consistent with the

theory of Eliaz, Ray, and Razin (2006). This provides an instrument to test

the predictive power of certain theoretical decision models.

The full procedure for each experimental session involved recruiting sub-

jects from lower-division undergraduate economics courses at the University
4Or at least an injunctive norm proscribing the risky option when choosing with the

groups. In other feedback questions we see that many subjects feel that there is an
objective best choice, i.e. they don’t see themselves as selfishly violating a fiduciary duty.
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Table 3.1: Session Data
Session Date Participants Treatment Order

1 04/11/2007 9 A/G-session
2 04/18/2007 15 A/G-session
3 11/27/2007 6 G/A-session
4 11/28/2007 15 G/A-session
5 12/03/2007 27 G/A-session
6 12/03/2007 12 A/G-session
7 12/03/2007 12 A/G-session

Of Minnesota-Twin Cities. Subjects were informed that the study would

take less than an hour and the expected winnings per subject would be $20,

a $10 participation fee and a $10 average earnings. All seven sessions (96

subjects) were conducted at the Social and Behavioral Sciences Laboratory

(SBSL) at the university (see Table 3.1 for details).

Subjects arrived and were seated randomly in partitioned private carrels

each possessing a computer terminal. The experimental subject interface

was programmed using zTree experimental software (Fischbacher, 2007).

Subjects completed consent forms and given blank payment receipts to be

signed and submitted when they were paid at the end of the session. Next

the experimental session began as either the A/G-session with the alone

treatment followed by the group treatment finishing with the questionnaire

or the G/A-session with the group treatment followed by the alone treat-

ment finishing with the questionnaire and then the payment. Before each

treatment commenced, subjects were informed orally that they would par-

ticipate in two sets of 27 decisions and that the current treatment would
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involve 27 decisions. Subjects were told orally that only one of the 54 deci-

sions would count for payment and that this decision would be determined

at the end of the experimental session by first flipping a coin to determine

which set (treatment) would be selected and then generating a true ran-

dom number between 1 and 27 using the objective random number service

www.random.org.5. Subjects were also told that uncertainty in the lottery

would be resolved using a 4-sided physical die. Subjects weren’t informed

about the nature of forthcoming treatment before they were done with the

initial treatment. In the case of the group treatment subjects were assigned

to groups in a way so that their seating arrangements were distant from

each other. Also, in the case of the group treatment, subjects were told to

stand up and face the members of their group briefly (1-3 seconds) and then

immediately seated, they were then informed that if the current treatment

was chosen for payment with the coin flip, then the random number would

be generated for each group so that each member of the group would receive

the same certain payment if the risk-free option was chosen or the same $5

or $15 if the risky option was chosen. Regardless of treatment, after being

informed of the payment procedures subjects were instructed to read in-

structions for the current treatment on the computer screen to themselves.

Following the instructions subjects responded to questions on the computer
5Subjects were shown the website, told that many lotteries use random.org’s services

and informed that the numbers were generated using atmospheric noise under the control
of no one.
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that tested their understanding of the task and provided feedback in the

case of incorrect responses. Finally subjects completed the treatment.

3.1.1 Predictions

Compared to alone treatment, we expected that subjects would have

lower number of risky choices in group treatment. Due to ordering in the

menus of decisions, the experimental design allows each consistent subject

to reveal a certainty equivalent for the given risky option. For each one of

the three menus, these values are predicted to be lower during the group

treatment, meaning that subjects would switch to safe options at relatively

lower values. As a result, the number of cautious shifts are expected to

exceed the number of risky ones. Moreover, subjects would be aware of the

injunctive social norms calling for increased caution for decisions made in

groups in this particular setting. The extent to which caution is observed in

group treatment is predicted to depend on the order of treatments. When

group decisions follow individual ones, salience of injunctive norms would be

higher, whereas when group decisions come first, they would act as arbitrary

ques for decisions to be made alone later on. Both of these effects would

make choices in two treatments more similar for G/A sessions. Subject’s

beliefs about choices made by other subjects in alone treatment and assess-

ment of their own relative risk attitudes determine the prevailing descriptive

norms for a particular subject. A subject believing in the popularity of risky
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options, is expected to be less likely to make cautious shifts in group treat-

ment. Instead, when a subject thinks he is more risk loving than other

members of the group, cautious shifts become more likely.

The experimental design uses two options, namely risky and safe (risk-

free), for each decision. The outcome space is Ω = {l, c, h}, l and h being

the low and high outcomes of the risky option and c being the value of

risk-free option (these are ordered as l < c < h). We use L to denote

the set of all lotteries defined over the outcome space. Let r, s ∈ L be

the risky and risk-free options in the experiment. In the standard way, the

risky option can be represented with r = (p, 0, 1 − p) and safe (risk-free)

option with s = (0, 1, 0) where p is the probability of low outcome in the

lottery. Let r∗, s∗ ∈ L be the induced lotteries by voting for risky and

risk-free options in group treatment respectively. The probability that the

subject is pivotal (i.e. all other members vote for safe) will be denoted

by a ∈ [0, 1]. Given these, options in group treatment can be represented

as, r∗ = (p, 0, 1 − p) which is essentially the same as r due to the voting

rule used and s∗ = ((1 − a)p, a, (1 − a)(1 − p)). Let º be a continuous

preference relation defined over L. We know that º satisfies independence

axiom whenever º has standard expected utility representation. Below we

state this important axiom which is used in the lemma that follows below.

Axiom 1 (independence axiom) Let X,Y ∈ L be two distinct lotteries.
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X º Y if and only if

pX + (1− p)Z º pY + (1− p)Z for all Z ∈ L and p ∈ (0, 1)

Lemma 1 If º has standard expected utility representation, then for any

a ∈ (0, 1], the following holds

(i) if r ∼ s then r∗ ∼ s∗

(ii) if r Â s then r∗ Â s∗

(iii) if r ≺ s then r∗ ≺ s∗

Thus, no choice shift is predicted under standard expected utility frame-

work, since each revealed preference in alone treatment will be preserved

during the voting in group treatment. The fact that s∗ = ((1− a)p, a, (1−

a)(1 − p)) is derived from s = (0, 1, 0) by a probability transfer to low and

high outcomes motivates the usage of rank dependent preferences used to

explain the preference reversals generating Allais’ paradox which is observed

after a similar transfer of probabilities. Below we give a formal definition of

Allais’ paradox.

Definition 1 º exhibits Allais’ paradox if for any α > β > 0, (1−α, α, 0) ∼

(1−β, 0, β) implies (1−α−γ, α+γ, 0) Â (1−β−γ, γ, β) for all γ ∈ (0, 1−α).

Observe that the exact same probability transfer of γ to medium outcome in

both lotteries invalidates the initial indifference. Next, we state the condition
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for subject preferences to be represented by a rank dependent expected

utility function.

Definition 2 º has a rank dependent expected utility representation if for

every p, q ∈ L, p º q if and only if

∑

k∈{l,c,h}
[f(wk+1(p))− f(wk(p))]v(k) ≥

∑

k∈{l,c,h}
[f(wk+1(q))− f(wk(q))]v(k)

(3.1.1)

where v( ) is the nondegenerate increasing utility function defined over the

outcomes l, c and h and f( ) : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a continuous and strictly

increasing probability transformation function with values f(0) = 0 and

f(1) = 1. Let pi(q) be the probability that lottery q assigns to outcome

i ∈ {l, c, h}. The weights used as the arguments of f( ) are then defined as

follows:

wk(q) =
∑

i<k

pi(q) (3.1.2)

which is the sum of probabilities of outcomes that are smaller than to out-

come k6. Note that the special case where f( ) is linear corresponds to

standard expected utility representation. Exhibition of Allais paradox and

the shape of probability transformation function turns out to be related as
6Similarly, wk+1(r) =

∑
i<k+1 pi is the sum of probabilities of outcomes that are smaller

than or equal to outcome k.
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summarized in the following lemma.7.

Lemma 2 Suppose º has a rank dependent expected utility representation.

If º exhibits Allais paradox, then f( ) is strictly concave.

Proof of Lemma 2. Let α = 1− x and β = 1− x so that

(1− α, α, 0) ∼ (1− β, 0, β) (3.1.3)

implies

(x, 1− x, 0) ∼ (y, 0, 1− y) (3.1.4)

and

(1− α− γ, α + γ, 0) Â (1− β − γ, γ, β) (3.1.5)

implies

(x− γ, 1− x + γ, 0) Â (y − γ, γ, 1− y). (3.1.6)

Remember that the outcome space is given by Ω = {l, c, h}. Using (3.1.5)

and the fact that subject’s preference relation is a rank dependent order, we

can write

f(x)v(l) + [f(1)− f(x)]v(c) = f(y)v(l) + [f(1)− f(y)]v(h) (3.1.7)
7This relation is first mentioned by Quiggin (1985)
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and similarly using (3.1.6) we have

f(x−γ)v(l)+[f(1)−f(x−γ)]v(c) > f(y−γ)v(l)+[f(y)−f(y−γ)]v(c)+[f(1)−f(y)]v(h)

(3.1.8)

subtracting this last equation from the previous one, we get

f(x)− f(x− γ)+ > f(y)− f(y − γ) (3.1.9)

setting γ = x− y equation (3.1.9) implies:

f(y + γ)− f(y)+ > f(y)− f(y − γ) (3.1.10)

rearranging this we get

f(y + γ) + f(y − γ) > 2f(y) (3.1.11)

We also know that f(0) = 0, f(1) = 1, f( ) is strictly increasing, x < y and

γ ∈ (0, x). Thus, (3.1.11) shows that f( ) is strictly concave.

Eliaz, Ray, and Razin (2006) provide a theorem stating the conditions

for cautious and risky shifts in groups. When applied to our experimental

setting, their theorem predicts risky shifts for subjects who exhibit Allais’

paradox. The lemma below is a corollary of their main theorem.
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Lemma 3 Suppose (i) º has a rank dependent expected utility representa-

tion and (ii) º exhibits Allais paradox. Then r∗ Â s∗ whenever r ∼ s and

a ∈ (0, 1), that is, the individual has a risky shift.

Proof of Lemma 3. Let s∗ represent the lottery generated by voting safe

in Group treatment, and r∗ represent the lottery generated by voting risky.

Note that, due to the way, voting rule is designed r∗ = r = (p, 0, 1−p) where

p is the probability of low outcome in the lottery. Assume the probability

that all other members will vote for safe (i.e. the subject is pivotal) is given

by a. Then we will have, s∗ = (p(1 − a), a, (1 − p)(1 − a)). We choose the

following as the subject’s rank dependent expected utility function for these

options:

U(s∗) = [f(1)−f(p+a−ap)]v(h)+[f(p+a−ap)−f(p−ap)]v(c)+[f(p−ap)]v(l)

(3.1.12)

and

U(r∗) = [f(p)]v(l) + [f(1)− f(p)]v(h) (3.1.13)

Using 3.1.12 and 3.1.13 above, we can write

U(r∗)−U(s∗) = [f(p)−f(p+a−ap)][v(c)−v(h)]+[f(p)−f(p−ap)][v(l)−v(c)]

(3.1.14)

Now, since lemma 2 implies f( ) is concave and it also satisfies the equality
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f(0) = 0 by definition, we also have

f(p− ap) > (1− a)f(p) (3.1.15)

and

f(p + a− ap) = f((1− a)p + a) > (1− a)f(p) + af(1) (3.1.16)

Using these, and the fact that f(1) = 1 and v(c)− v(h) < 0, the first one of

the two added terms on the right side of 3.1.14 satisfy

[f(p)− f(p + a− ap)][v(c)− v(h)] > [af(p)− a][v(c)− v(h)] (3.1.17)

Similarly since v(l) − v(c) < 0, the second one of the two added terms on

the right side of 3.1.14 satisfy

[f(p)− f(p− ap)][v(l)− v(c)] > [af(p)][v(l)− v(c)] (3.1.18)

Adding up 3.1.17 and 3.1.18 and using 3.1.14 we have

U(r∗)− U(s∗) > af(p)[v(l)− v(c)] + (af(p)− a)[v(c)− v(h)]) (3.1.19)
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Since the individual has r ∼ s, his preferences satisfy:

(1− f(p))v(h) + f(p)v(l) = v(c) (3.1.20)

and we can write this as

v(h) + f(p)(v(l)− v(h)) = v(c) (3.1.21)

Rewriting 3.1.19

U(r∗)− U(s∗) > a[v(h) + f(p)(v(l)− v(h))− v(c)] (3.1.22)

Now, using 3.1.21, 3.1.22 simplifies to

U(r∗)− U(s∗) > 0 (3.1.23)

which implies that r∗ Â s∗ , so the individual will make a risky shift during

the group treatment.

The concavity of probability transformation function f( ) is the main

factor generating choice shifts here. Voting for safe option is essentially dif-

ferent than choosing it alone, since subject now faces the fact that someone

else in the group can vote for risky, which would be binding for all members

of the group. The nature of the voting rule generates a probability trans-
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fer to low and high outcomes from the safe outcome, as can be seen from

probabilities that characterize the lotteries s and s∗ (see above). But since

f( ) is concave and positive through all its domain, the weight transfer to

low outcome is disproportionately high, generating a loss in rank dependent

expected utility of the subject. As a result subject preferences would imply

r∗ Â s∗ and r ∼ s at the same time. In other words, rank-dependent ex-

pected utility framework predicts that risky shifts would be more likely for

subjects who are observed to exhibit Allais’paradox.

Up to now, strategic concerns in the group situation were not prop-

erly taken into account and actions of other players were represented with

exogenous probability a. When the Nash equilibria of the voting game be-

tween subjects (whose preferences satisfy r ∼ s) is considered, we see that,

no perfect equilibria includes a player choosing s∗ with a positive proba-

bility. This is because, any sequence converging to the proposed equilibria

will essentially include mixed strategies and the best response to any mixed

strategy is choosing r∗ as implied by Lemma 3. This makes the prediction

for risky shifts in group treatment stronger when it is assumed that subject

preferences are rank rank dependent orders.

In the next section, we present the analysis of results from the exper-

iment and show the extent to which our predictions and predictions from

theoretical models are confirmed.
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3.2 Results

We find, as expected, that subjects behave more cautious in group treat-

ment by choosing safe options more often. There is a decline in total fre-

quency with which risky option is chosen when decisions are made in groups

versus when they are made individually. This effect is nearly completely di-

minished when observations are restricted to G/A sessions only, which shows

order effect can be stronger than we previously thought. The consistency

imposed by the Holt-Laury menu allows me to use the frequency with which

risky is chosen as a valid measure of riskiness, an approach also followed in

Baker, Laury, and Williams (2007). We see evidence for an awareness of

injunctive social norm calling for increased caution during group treatment,

and subjects who adhere to this norm are more likely to be correct when

stated and actual risk preferences are compared. This, we believe, is based

on difficulty of openly stating violation of a social norm. As implied by the

lower frequency of risky choices, cautious shifts in group treatment is much

more common than risky ones. In addition to this, the tendency to make

a cautious shift declines when the prevailing descriptive norms point out a

popularity of risk-loving behavior among group members. We are not able to

find a variable that has a significant effect on the occurrence of risky shifts.

This can either be because number of observations for risky shifts is small or

these type of shifts are merely random errors observed in choices when same
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menus are replicated in group and alone treatments. Compared to rest of

the subject group, those who exhibit Allais’ paradox do not appear to make

risky shifts more often, but instead they are less likely to make cautious

shifts. We will present the results in 3 different parts. First, we present

the evidence of cautious shifts, then focus on order effects and provide an

explanation for this phenomenon observed in the experiment and then test

the impact of social norms and Allais’ paradox on the choice shifts made by

the subjects.

3.2.1 The Cautious Shift

As predicted, subjects choose the risk-free options more often in the

group treatment. Table 3.2 presents the frequency that a risky decision was

made (out of 96 subjects) for each of the 27 decisions in each treatment.

As expected, the group voting mechanism does not lead subjects to behave

erratically in decisions where the risky option is obviously inferior to the risk-

free payment so there is little difference between treatments in this case as

can be seen in Table 3.2 for the decisions where the certain payment is higher

than the expected value. We should therefore concentrate our attention

on the lower neighborhood of the expected value for each lottery, i.e. for

c ∈ [6, EV ). We anticipated that the highest disagreement in preferences

to be concentrated in the small lower neighborhood of the expected value

and therefore predicted the disparity between treatments to manifest itself
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Table 3.2: Number of subjects deciding on the lottery
Value of Safe Option

$6 $7 $8 $9 $10 $11 $12 $13 $14

$5 if die =1,2 $15 if die=3,4 Alone 94 93 84 64 16 4 1 2 3
Group 88 86 75 56 16 3 1 1 1

$5 if die =1 $15 if die=2,3,4 Alone 95 95 93 93 83 72 38 9 5
Group 94 91 90 87 78 61 29 9 6

$5 if die =1,2,3 $15 if die=4 Alone 81 65 24 6 1 0 1 1 1
Group 82 66 26 4 0 0 0 0 0

Table 3.3: Percentage of Risky Decisions by Treatment and Session
A/G-sessions G/A-sessions All Sessions

Alone Treatment 83.0%† (43.8%‡) 85.2% (42.8%) 84.1% (43.3%)
Group Treatment 76.1% (39.2% ) 81.4% (41.7%) 78.7% (40.4%)

† For the 13 decisions with certain payments c ∈ [6, EV ).
‡ All 27 decisions.

most prominently for decisions whose risk-free payment is in close proximity

below the expected value.

Table 3.3 confirms this, overall subjects choose the risky option 43.3%

of the time in the alone treatment and voted for it 40.4% of the time in

the group treatment. For decisions where the certain payment is below the

expected value of the lottery, the difference is greater with subjects deciding

upon the risky option 84.1% of the time and 78.7% respectively.

Looking at subject level data for the frequency of risky decisions (out

of 27 which is the total number of choices made in each treatment) a cu-

mulative distribution function for each treatment can be constructed (see
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Figure 3.1). Note that the cumulative distribution function for the alone

treatment is uniformly below the same function for the group treatment

indicating the increase caution (or shift of choices towards safe options)

in the group treatment. On this subject level data we perform a within

subjects between treatments Wilcoxon sign-rank test on the frequency of

risky decisions (out of 27) for the 96 independently observed subjects. The

test indicates a significant difference yielding a test-statistic z = 2.813 and

p-value=0.0049. When subject identities are disregarded and a between sub-

ject between treatment test is conducted, the test fails to find a significant

difference in frequencies of risky decisions. This is mainly due to the small

sample size, since doubling the sample by creating an artificial observation

identical to each existing subject, would bring significant differences at 0.005

level.

Using all options subjects went through in the experiment, we analyze

a logit model where the dependent binary variable is Risky choice in the

experiment (1=risky 0=safe). We use a random effects model to account

for non-independence of observations coming from the same subject (each

subject has 54 decisions, 27 for each treatment). The independent variables

we use in the regression are the following: Safe option value shows the mag-

nitude of payoff from the safe (risk-free) option; Probability of high outcome

shows the menu dependent probability (0.25, 0.5 or 0.75) of outcome $15 in

the lottery; Group Treatment is a binary variable which is equal to one for
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Figure 3.1: Frequency of risky decision (Cumulative Distribution over sub-
jects by Treatment)

choices made in group treatment; the interaction term Group Treatment ×

G/A-session is a binary variable equal to 1 when decision is made in the

group treatment which comes before alone treatment.

The results are presented in Table 3.4. All independent variables turn

out have the expected signs and significant effects. Naturally, the likelihood

of a risky decision increases as the value of safe option gets smaller or the

probability of high outcome in the risky option gets larger. In addition to

this, the significant negative coefficient for Group Treatment confirms the

cautious shift hypothesis implying a lower likelihood of risky decisions during

the group treatment. The positive coefficient for the interaction term points

out to the existence of an order effect (diminishing the negative effect of
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Table 3.4: Risky choice in the experiment
Wald χ2 = 938.68 Prob > χ2 = 0.0000

Independent Variable β̂/seβ̂ z p-value

constant 8.559 22.909 0.000
0.374

Certain payment -1.635 -30.537 0.000
0.054

Probability lottery yields $15 13.527 26.979 0.000
0.501

Group Treatment -0.705 -4.603 0.000
0.153

Group Treatment × G/A-session 0.524 2.497 0.013
0.210

Note: 27 decisions by each subject in both treatments

Group Treatment on risky decisions) which we will describe in more detail

in the next section.

When each decision made for a particular option pair is compared across

treatments, it is observed that subjects change nearly 15% of their choices

where safe option value is in the lower neighborhood of expected value. Ex-

pected values are$10, $12.5 and $7.5 for three different menus, respectively.

In total 1248 decisions included a safe option value lower than the expected

value of the lottery. These changes constitute 179 choice shifts in total, 132

of which were cautious shifts. Moreover, when all decisions are compared,

it turns out that 35 subjects had more than one cautious shift, whereas

only 15 subjects had more than one risky shift. The change in revealed cer-
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tainty equivalents8 point out to a cautious shift for the medium value and

high value lotteries (where probability of high outcome was 0.5 and 0.75

respectively). In a within subject between treatment Wilcoxon sign-rank

test, hypothesis of equality for certainty equivalents is rejected for these two

lotteries (p-values 0.009 and 0.005 respectively)

3.2.2 Order effects and arbitrary coherence

As mentioned earlier, we suspected that the group treatment in the A/G-

session would induce a greater difference in risky decisions than it would in

the G/A-session. The regression in the previous section (Table 3.4) indicates

that the treatment effect is diminished in the G/A-session with the positive

coefficient on the interaction term. Further, a conditional random effects

logistic regression on the G/A-session data (not reported here) does not yield

significant results for the coefficient on the group treatment dummy variable

even though the sign is still as expected. Contrary to this, the coefficient is

significant when the regression is restricted to A/G-session data (again not

reported here).

Summary measures that re presented in Table 3.3 show that the differ-

ence between treatments in the G/A-sessions is nearly half of the treatment

differences in the A/G-sessions. Performing Wilcoxon sign-rank tests on
8Consistent subjects start their menu choices by choosing the deciding on the lottery

and switch to risk-free options and remain there after a certain value. Certainty equivalent
in the current context refers to this point.
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Table 3.5: Subject Level Between Treatment Risk Attitudes
A/G Sessions G/A Sessions All Sessions

More Risky Choices in Alone treatment 28 14 42
More Risky Choices in Group treatment 10 12 22
Equal number of Risky Choices in Both 10 22 32

the number of risky choices during A/G and G/A-sessions separately yields

p-values of 0.003 and 0.505 respectively. As a result, the increased caution

in the G/A-session is not significant enough for concluding that there is a

cautious shift in those sessions even though the direction of change is as

expected. In addition to these findings, the difference in A/G-sessions were

not driven by a particular experimental session since the results continue

hold at the α = 0.025 level if the test is restricted to any 3-session subset of

4 A/G sessions.

The order effect manifests itself as well in subject level data. Table

3.5 shows that the G/A-sessions has double the number of subjects with

the identical number of risky choices in each treatment compared to the

A/G-sessions. For G/A-sessions the number of subjects having more risky

choices in the alone treatment is roughly the same as the number of subjects

with more risky choices in the group treatment. This indicates that the

choice shifts in the G/A-session may indicate merely random noise in subject

choices and not systematic differences between treatments that arise as a

result of cautious shifts.

A possible explanation for this order effect may involve the concept of
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arbitrary coherence (Ariely, Loewenstein, and Prelec, 2003), a form of an-

choring where arbitrary initial cues may cause subsequent decisions to cohere

to the cues along their dimensions of similarity. In the current context, when

the group treatment is encountered first, the mental process to determine

which option to vote for does not necessitate precise knowledge of ones pref-

erences outside of the group context. Since the task in the group treatment

is nearly identical to the task in the alone treatment, the vote in the group

treatment may serve as an anchor for the determination of noisy individual

preferences antecedent to the choices in the alone treatment. The effect of

voting in the group treatment thus may impose a degree of arbitrary coher-

ence on individual choices in the ensuing alone treatment. The imposition

of coherence on decisions in the A/G-session is likely to be less strong as

individual preferences are determined in the first treatment and the mental

process to determine which option to vote for in the ensuing group treatment

can be made simply using one’s (noisily) remembered decisions from the first

treatment as a benchmark to adjust to under prevailing social norms.

3.2.3 The predictive impact of social norms and Allais’ Para-

dox

There is a strong indication that subjects are aware of some form of

injunctive social norm that implies properness of making fewer risky choices

during group treatment. In Table 3.6 we report a frequency table which
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Table 3.6: Stated versus Actual Risk Attitudes Between Treatments
Is more risky alone Is same in both Is less risky alone Total

Says “more risky alone” 15 4 2 21
Says “same in both” 27 27 17 71
Says “less risky alone” 0 1 3 4
Total 42 32 22 96

records each subject’s stated between treatment difference in risk attitude

(with the phrasing from the post-experiment questionnaire) and their actual

(based on the choices they made) between treatment difference. Subjects

violating the injunctive social norm –subjects that were more risky in the

group (less risky alone)– correctly reported their behavior only 13.6% of

the time and were most likely to say they had the same behavior in each

treatment (77%). On the other hand subjects adhering to the social norm

–subjects that were less risky in the group (more risky alone)– correctly

reported their behavior 35.7% of the time and they were still most likely

to say they had the same behavior in each treatment (64%). The higher

accuracy of responses coming from subjects who do not violate the social

norm of caution is most likely due to unwillingness of other subjects to admit

that their choices were not aligned with this particular norm.

Choices of subjects who are observed to exhibit Allais’ paradox during

the questionnaire, seem to differ from others in terms of in-group caution

level. Table 3.7 shows that majority of these subjects had the same frequency

of risky decisions in both treatments whereas the majority of remaining
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Table 3.7: Between Treatment Risk Attitudes and Allais’ Paradox
Exhibits A.P. Do not Exhibit A.P.

More Risky Choices in Alone treatment 10 32
Equal number of Risky Choices in Both 15 17
More Risky Choices in Group treatment 8 14

subjects behaved more cautious in groups compared to decisions they made

alone. In addition to this, Allais’ paradox doesn’t seem to be a predictor

of risky shifts since the fraction of subjects who voted more risky in groups

is nearly identical for subjects who exhibit Allais’ paradox and those who

don’t. (8/33 versus 14/63). Subjects who exhibit Allais’ paradox seem to

preserve their choices between treatments whereas other subjects decrease

the frequency of risky choices making cautious shifts.

With the indication that subjects may be influenced by social norms and

that subjects who exhibit Allais’ paradox are less likely to make cautious

shifts in the group treatment compared to subjects who do not exhibit the

paradox9, we set out to model these and other factors in an ordered logistic

regression model of individual subject behavior where the ordinal dependent

variable, Relative Group Caution Level takes on three values, 1 if the subject

picked the risky option more often in the group treatment, 2 if the subject

picked risky and safe options with the same frequency in each treatment, and

3 if the subject picked safe option more frequently in the group treatment.10

9As we have shown in table 3.7, this does not imply subjects who exhibit Allais’ paradox
choose risky more often than others

10Note that again that these are good measures of risk level as the menus impose
consistency on decisions and the 27 decision frames are identical between treatments.
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As can be seen in Table 3.6, the independent variable takes value 1 for 22

subjects, 2 for 32 subjects and 3 for 42 subjects. The independent variables

used in the regression are the following: subjectively riskier than others, an

indicator variable equal to one if on the post-experiment questionnaire the

subject responded that he believed he was more risky than other subjects

when choosing for himself, this variable is meant to assess the subject’s view

of their risk attitude relative to the social norm; guesses ($5, $15; .5) is more

popular than $8, an indicator variable equal to 1 if the subject believes the

lottery with an even chance of $15 and $5 is more popular than $8 for sure,

this meant to assess a subjects view of the descriptive social norm for this

decision from;guesses ($5, $15; .5) is more popular than $10, similar to the

previous description;exhibits Allais’ paradox, an indicator variable equal to

one if the subject violated the independence axiom by exhibiting Allais-

type behavior on a lottery-choice task; riskier than median an indicator

variable equal to one if the subject’s frequency of choosing risky in the alone

treatment is higher than 12 which is the median number of risky choices

in alone treatment; G/A-session an indicator variable equal to one if the

session begins with the group treatment. The regression is ran on 95 subjects

excluding one outlier inconsistent subject who made 7 cautious shifts and

that many risky shifts.

The regression model is presented in Table 3.8. The first three vari-

ables in the table measure descriptive social norms in the experiment. In
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Table 3.8: Ordered Logit: Relative Group Caution Level
LR χ2 = 19.72 Prob > χ2 = 0.0031

Independent Variable β̂/seβ̂ z p-value

subjectively riskier than others 0.774 1.27 0.203
0.608

guesses ($5, $15; .5) is more popular than $8 -1.384 -1.75 0.080
0.797

guesses ($5, $15; .5) is more popular than $10 -0.171 -0.34 0.737
0.510

exhibits Allais’ paradox -0.735 -1.73 0.083
0.424

Riskier than median 1.312 2.85 0.004
0.460

G/A-session -1.020 -2.45 0.014
0.416

intercept 1 -2.83
0.877

intercept 2 -1.16
0.841

particular, these variables assess the beliefs of the subject about the popu-

larity of risky (or safe) options among other subjects and about the relative

risk-attitudes of the subject compared to others. When a subject believes

that risky options are popular among others or that he is more risk-averse

compared to others descriptive norms would point out increase in taking be-

havior. The signs on the coefficients for these variables are in the expected

direction but only the coefficient on guesses ($5, $15; .5) is more popular

than $8 is significant, indicating that subjects, who view their cohorts as
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more risk-seeking than how other subjects view them, exhibit have a lower

Relative Group Caution Level. The coefficient on the fourth variable in the

table, exhibits Allais’ paradox, is significant at the 8% level and indicates

that Allais-type subjects have a lower Relative Group Caution Level, giving

mild support to (Eliaz, Ray, and Razin, 2006). This theory, emphasizes the

increased likelihood of risky shifts in a setting similar to the experiment

presented here. The regression results show that it may not be the case, but

instead these subjects are less likely to make cautious shifts. The signifi-

cantly positive coefficient on Riskier than median indicates that risk-seeking

subjects have a higher Relative Group Caution Level than risk-averse sub-

jects, with the possible indication that they may be aware of their relative

risk attitudes. The significance of G/A-session re-affirms the order effect

mentioned before. When subjects go through the alone treatment before the

group treatment, the choice shifts they make are more likely to be cautious

ones.

In Table 3.9 we present the results of a logistic regression that models

cautious shifts directly. Here, the data is conditioned on (1110 observations)

where subjects chose risky options for themselves in the alone treatment.

With the restriction used on the data, the dependent variable Cautious shift

is equal to 1 if the subject chose the safe option in the group treatment and

zero otherwise. Once again, clustered robust standard error are used here to

account for non-independence of observations coming from the same subject.
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Table 3.9: Logit: Cautious Shifts; I = 95,N = 1110
Wald χ2 = 70.49 Prob > χ2 = 0.0000

Independent Variable β̂/seβ̂ z p-value

constant -4.188 -3.92 0.000
1.067

subjectively riskier than others 1.146 2.12 0.034
0.539

guess ($5, $15; .5) is more popular than $8 -1.232 -1.77 0.076
0.694

guess ($5, $15; .5) is more popular than $10 -0.904 -2.06 0.039
0.438

exhibits Allais’ paradox -0.286 -0.67 0.500
0.424

Risker than median -0.894 -2.39 0.017
0.374

G/A-session -0.684 -1.92 0.055
0.356

value of safe option 0.896 6.66 0.000
0.134

probability of high outcome -6.093 -6.87 0.000
0.887

One inconsistent subject who had seven cautious shifts and that many risky

ones was excluded from the regression. The independent variables include

the subject-level and session-level measures from the previous regression

(Table 3.8) and also include the decision-level measures value of safe option

and probability of high outcome.

As can readily be observed in table 3.9, the independent variables rep-

resenting descriptive social norms are all significant and have the expected
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signs; subjects who perceive themselves as riskier than others and subjects

who guess safe options were more popular than lotteries among other group

members are more likely to exhibit a cautious shift. Subjects who exhibit

Allais Paradox do not appear to be significantly different in this regression,

while risk-seeking subjects (those who had more risky choices than the me-

dian during the alone treatment) seem to exhibit less cautious shifts. This

last effect is probably due to higher number of risky choices these subjects

had and the conditioning we used on the data. For choices made in group

treatments preceding the alone treatment, cautious shifts become less likely,

as expressed by the negative coefficient of G/A-session. As expected, the

relative quality of the lottery is significant as evidenced by the p-values on

the two decision parameters variables value of safe option and probability of

high outcome.

When a similar regression is repeated for risky shifts, no variable turns

out to be significant except value of safe option and probability of high out-

come which characterize the risky option. Insignificance of other indepen-

dent variables is mainly due to low number of risky shifts observed in the

experiment and confirms our belief that the meaningful shifts, predicted

by subject characteristics, would be overwhelmingly cautious ones and it is

likely that risky shifts are random errors in choices when subjects go through

different treatments.
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3.3 Discussion

The analysis we presented in this chapter attempts to show how atti-

tudes toward risk can change under circumstances where consequences of

risky decisions are certain to fall upon other people as well as the decision

maker. The group treatment in the experiment induces this kind of a deci-

sion environment whereas decisions in alone treatment matters only for the

subject himself. The behavior observed in the experimental data show that

choice shifts in groups are overwhelmingly cautious whereas risky shifts ap-

pear to be random noise in subject behavior. An immediate extension of this

experiment could be modifying the group choice function such that risky de-

cisions require unanimous agreement whereas risk-free ones bind every other

member. The results of the proposed study will help to understand whether

individuals are reluctant to impose every type of decision or only risky ones

on other people.

Although the effects of descriptive and injunctive norms are not disen-

tangled11, a moderating effect of both is observed on choice shifts made in

the context of groups. Subjects are observed to be aware of and motivated

by injunctive norms calling for increased caution. For the case of descrip-

tive norms, subjects acted more cautious in groups when they believed other

group members were more risk averse, and less cautious when they thought
11This would be possible when two types of norms dictate different behaviors and the

salience of both norms can be manipulated appropriately
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risky options were popular among others. The approved behavior indicated

by the social norms in this experiment turns out to be choosing risky options

less frequently in group decision making environments.

As we have shown in the analysis of results, exclusion of social norms

from the theoretical decision making models limit the predictive power of

theory, since many individuals change their preferences in favor of the pre-

vailing social norms. Addition of this factor to existing models would also

strengthen the predictions offered by theoretical frameworks. Role of social

norms for economic decisions has been previously discussed for a variety of

settings (see Elster (1989)). Motivated by the findings, we believe that ex-

tended models specifying norms in two dimensions as “what most others do”

and “what is generally expected” (i.e. as descriptive and injunctive norms)

would be more realistic since in our experiment, adherence to both types of

norms are observed to change individual decisions.

Besides the effect social norms, another concern for decisions made in

groups is other-regarding preferences. Reciprocity and inequity aversion are

two most popular aspects in modeling or estimating these type of preferences

(see Charness and Rabin (2002)). Even though the experimental setting

doesn’t leave room for existence of these concerns, the possibility of affecting

the well-being of other people is observed to change risk attitudes of our

subjects. We think that our results point out the necessity of “reluctance

to violate the social norm” as another important factor determining the
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nature of other-regarding preferences and inducing suboptimal risk taking

when others’ payoffs are at stake.

3.4 Experimental Task - Example

Below, a screen that subjects saw during Alone treatment is presented.

This menu has a risky option which yields high and low payoffs with equal

probability. The other two menus for the same treatment differ in the prob-

abilities as explained in the design section. Risk-free option always takes

values between $6 and $14. Group treatment screens are the same except

that “You are to choose alone” label is changed with “You are in a Group”.

Figure 3.2: Choice menu with medium value lottery (Alone treatment)
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Chapter 4

Sources of Cautious Behavior

In this chapter, I will present the evidence from two different experi-

mental data sets to explain the possible sources of cautiousness observed in

individual decisions when these decisions affect the payoffs of other parties.

The first experiment, which is also the one explained in detail throughout

the previous chapter offers data on subject’s reasoning about alterations of

choice behavior in groups of three people where the consequences of a risky

decision is certain to bind the other group members. At the end of this ex-

periment, after all the choices were made for payoff generating treatments,

students were presented with a questionnaire. Throughout the question-

naire subjects provided the reasons for making the choice shifts (if any) and

wrote an open ended feedback about the choice differences between alone

and group treatments. The second experiment offers a similar design. There,
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subjects are paired and one subject is assigned the role of making a choice

between a safe and a risky option on behalf of the other subject who in turn

decides about the reward to be assigned to the other subject making the

choice. The rewards are decided either after choices are made and uncer-

tainty is resolved or through a contingent contract before the choice is made

and uncertainty is resolved. These two separate cases characterize the two

main treatments of that experiment which also includes an alone treatment

where subjects choose only for themselves.

To begin with, I will analyze the reasoning behind the choice shift be-

havior observed in the first experiment. I will then classify the responses of

subjects and present the main motivations for making particular choices in

groups. In doing so, I attempt to show how compliance with social norms

(hence cautious behavior) is represented in the reasoning procedure used by

the subjects in the experiment. Then I will proceed with the second exper-

iment and explain the design. After that, I will analyze and compare the

safe choices and choice shifts across different treatments of this experiment

where one subject decides on behalf of another one. Following this, I will

focus on the reward assignments, and analyze the extent they affect the

nature of choices made in the experiment.
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4.1 Reasoning in Social Decision Making

As I have shown in detail throughout the previous chapter, a significant

decline in the number of risky choices is observed for decisions made during

the group treatment. In addition to raw data on subjects choices, the exper-

imental design allows a collection of verbal responses of subjects and their

answers to questions which are asked to elicit the reasons behind choice shifts

(if any) they made. As I have shown before, compared to group treatment

21 subjects claimed that they behaved more risky while deciding alone, 71

subjects claimed they behaved the same and 4 claimed that they behaved

less risky while deciding alone. Each subject, after providing these answers

were asked to select one among several explanations for this difference (or

similarity) between choices in two treatments. The subjects who claimed to

have chosen fewer risky options in group treatment mainly stated that they

didn’t want to impose an unwanted outcome on the other members of the

group (see table 4.1). This, surely arises from the special voting rule used

in the experiment where a single (or more) vote for risky option is binding

for all members of the same group. On the other hand, the subjects who

claimed to behave similarly during both treatments stated that they were

choosing the option which was objectively the best and they didn’t change

this approach when they switched treatments (see table 4.2). There were

very few subjects who claimed that they chose risky more often in groups so
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Table 4.1: Why were you less risky while choosing in groups?
Response No. of Subjects

I didn’t want to be the one forcing the other members 9
I don’t want to be blamed if the risky outcome is bad 3
I didn’t want to put undesired risk on others 7
other 2

Table 4.2: Why did you behave the same in both treatments
Response No. of Subjects

I should vote for what I want. The others should do the same 8
In both conditions I tried to select the best option 61
My vote was meaningless 1
other 1

I exclude the data and the table for the reasoning provided by this subset

of subjects.

At the end of the experiment, subject were given the option of writing

a passage of open ended feedback to describe more about the choice be-

havior during different treatments. A close of examination of these verbal

responses reveals three important categories of answers which I describe in

detail below. The first two categories confirm the evidence coming from

answers presented above since subjects mainly pointed out the existence of

others as a driving factor of “increased care and caution” and they stated

that the motivation for making “objective choices” is the main explanation

for making similar choices during both treatments. The last category “effect

of voting rule”, as I will present below, doesn’t include as many subjects as

the other categories. However, it is important since a major issue about the
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design of the voting rule is that it induces a significant probability transfer

over the outcomes which in turn changes the choice parameters significantly.

The verbal responses are collected for all experimental sessions except the

initial one conducted on 04/11/2007. The number of subjects with a stated

reasoning that fall into a category specified in detail below is presented in

table 4.3

Increased Care and Caution: A significant number of people pointed out the

possible effect of their choices on other members of the group and included

this factor as the source of increased caution during group decisions. Re-

sponses mentioning the issues like the involvement of others, the fact that

members were counting on each other, not wanting to effect the faith of oth-

ers, not knowing how other people would value the money are all included

in this category.1

Objective Choices: The majority of subjects in the experiment thought that

it was equally likely for them to choose the risky options during alone and

group treatments. This, as I have shown in chapter 3 is also true when their

actual choices are examined. When explaining the choice behavior during
1Among the various anonymous responses provided here the following gives a better

idea about the motivation for increased care and caution and the collection of these re-
sponses under one category: “I would feel bad if I chose the risky option while in the
group and we would have a payout greatly less than the safe payout”,“I think I was a little
riskier by myself simply because I didn’t have the fate of other people in my hands and I
am unsure as to how they wanted to play the game.”, “When I was with the group, I think
I tried to pick based on what I thought the others would pick because I didn’t want to be
the one that messed it up. When I was on my own, I was more willing to go outside the
norm in my responses because I knew I was the only one responsible for my actions”
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different treatments, many subjects claimed that they used a logical rule or

a similar comparison device for deciding which options to choose or vote for

independent of the nature of ungoing treatment, hence the name ”objective

choices” for this category of responses.2

Effect of Voting Rule A possible major critique is that the voting rule used

in the experiment was unnatural since a single vote was enough to assign the

risky option as the group choice. Depending of the belief of subjects about

the votes of other members, this rule generates a significant transfer over the

outcome probabilities. As a result, the behavior in group treatment might

be different than the case where choices were made alone. This theoretical

concern is not evident in the responses of subjects since very few people

stated this as a reason for behavioral difference between treatments.3 Still,

I include this as a major category of responses since it covers one of the most

important technical aspects of experimental design and the voting rule.

The number of responses that fall into each category show that a signif-

icant number of subjects thought about the necessity of being more careful

(or not taking excessive risks) when other people are involved. The fact
2A search of objectivity in decision making during the experiment can be observed in

the following responses from this category: “if the risky option average was greater than
the safe option total, I chose to risky option If the risky option average was less or equal
to the safe option, I chose the safe option. I did this procedure for both of the experiments
fairly equally.” “I went with my personal preferences based on the probability I thought of
each out come.” “I tried to act rationally Therefore I acted about the same both alone and
in the group.”

3Among the few responses that fall into this category, the following one is interesting:
“Also, I can only guarantee the outcome if I choose ’risky.’ If I choose ’safe,’ the game is
in their hands.”
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Table 4.3: Reasoning behind the Choice Difference/Indifference
Response No. of Subjects

Increased Care and Caution 20
Objective Choices 28
Effect of Voting Rule 5
Other 34

that an unfavorable outcome can arise for the whole group made individual

choices inclined more towards the safe options. Not all subjects in the ex-

periment made cautious shifts in groups since there were many who didn’t

change their choices and some who went for more risky choices while deciding

in groups. Almost nobody claimed that the group environment motivated

them to make risky choices, rather they claimed it was the aim of objective

(or rule-based) decision making that generated their choice pattern. Very

few subjects mentioned the design of voting rule as a factor changing the

nature of decisions made in groups.

4.2 Deciding for Another Person

Group decision making environment in the previous experiment offers a

setting where outcomes matter for the decision maker and the other group

members at the same time. Now I will present the design and analysis of

a second experiment where decisions are made on behalf of a single other

individual and the outcomes do not (directly) matter for the decision maker.

The individual on behalf of whom the decisions are made is equipped with
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a device for distributing monetary rewards for the outcomes of decisions.

Through assignment of high and low rewards, I expect this rewarding mech-

anism work as a direct enforcement device for social norms. In the analysis

of the experiment, I will contrast individual choices with choices made for

others and look at the extent that people become more cautious for the lat-

ter case. Cautiousness in the context of making choices for rewarding agents

might refer to two types of behavior: an effort to choose the options pre-

ferred by rewarding agents and choosing safe options more often. The way

that the judgements of decisions are represented in the reward assignments

will be examined and their effects on choices made for others will be tested.

4.2.1 Experimental Design and Procedures

The behavioral data in this experiment comes from sessions which in-

clude three main treatments. In the first two treatments half of the subjects

are assigned the role of rule-chooser and the other half are assigned the

role of option-chooser. The task assigned to option choosers is making a

decision on behalf of the rule-chooser by selecting one among a risky and a

safe option. Contrary to this, rule-choosers have no control over the choice

of risky and safe options, instead they decide for the amount of reward to

be assigned to the option-choosers. In treatment A this reward is assigned

after the choice is completed by option-choosers and uncertainty is realized.

In treatment B, the roles are essentially the same but the rewards are now
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assigned in a contract that is written before the choice and uncertainty is

realized. This contract specifies the reward payments for several contin-

gencies. The contract is not revealed to the option-choosers who see their

associated rewards after rule-choosers see the choice and learn their payoffs.

In the third treatment where subjects choose between a risky option and a

safe option, no role is assigned to subjects and everyone reveals their own

preferences for risky and safe options in the experiment.

All three treatments present the subjects the same set of options in the

same order. In total, there are 10 choices to be made between risky and safe

options and these choices are distributed to 10 periods each containing a

single option pair (a risky and a safe option). Unlike the previous experiment

examined in this thesis, risky options are not presented as ordered lottery

menus. At each choice instance, subjects see one safe and one risky option

where the risky option has two possible outcomes, high and low. The low

outcome of the risky option is always 0. Each choice is then characterized

as the following: (H, p, S) where H is the high outcome in the lottery, p is

the probability of high outcome and S is the value of safe option. Based

on this characterization, the following are the ten choices presented to the

subjects:

High Outcome for Risky Option is $30:

($30, 0.25, $9), ($30, 0.5, $15), ($30, 0.25, $12)

High Outcome for Risky Option is $20:
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($20, 0.5, $10), ($20, 0.25, $4), ($20, 0.25, $8), ($20, 0.5, $6) and

High Outcome for Risky Option is $10:

($10, 0.75, $7), ($10, 0.25, $5), ($10, 0.25, $3).

After subjects are brought to the laboratory, they are seated in front of

separate computer terminals. Following this, consent forms were read and

signed and subjects were instructed to follow the experimental instructions

on the computer screen. They completed this task by answering several

questions which tested the degree that the forthcoming task was understood

by the subjects. At this stage, they also learnt their role assignment in the

experiment which makes them either a rule-chooser or an option-chooser.

During the first two periods of the experiment, this role assignment didn’t

change. Depending on the order of treatments (which varied from session

to session in order to test the order effects) they continued with treatment

A or B. Independent of this selection, the third treatment of the experiment

was always the one where the role assignment was no longer valid and each

subject chose among risky and safe options for themselves alone. During

treatments A and B, at each period an option-chooser and a rule-chooser

was matched as a pair. Each particular matching lasted for a single period

and was done in a random way. Next period’s matching was also done in

a random way with the constraint that two people were not matched more

than once. During both of these treatments the reward budget of the rule-

chooser was the same and was set to be $15. At each reward assignment,
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the rule-chooser decided how to divide this $15 between the option-chooser

paired with him and a random other person in the room. When the rule-

chooser is satisfied with an outcome, the reward assignment to the option-

chooser for that particular outcome is expected to be high indicating an

approval. The random other person represents a natural outside party for

transferring rewards away from the option-chooser when the rule-chooser

intends to do so as a result of an unsatisfactory outcome or an unapproved

choice. In case a subject was assigned rewards as a random other in the

experiment, these rewards were not revealed until the end of the experiment.

4.2.2 Predicted Behavior

The term cautious shift in this experiment refers to the cases where an

option-chooser chose the risky option for himself during the last treatment

of the experiment but acted differently when he is choosing on behalf of a

rule-chooser during the first two periods of the experiment. Risky shifts on

the other hand refer to the opposite direction of change. Preferences of rule-

choosers are expected to be imposed through a strong monetary channel that

is in absolute control of the rule-chooser. In particular, rule-choosers are able

to make significantly lower reward assignments to option-choosers whenever

they are not satisfied with the outcome of an option. Social norm in this

particular setting refers to the choice of options preferred by rule-choosers.

As a result, for particular option pairs, I expected option-choosers to take
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reward assignments into account when their decisions are subject to evalu-

ation by rule-choosers. In addition to this, rewarding behavior is expected

to take a shape that enforces the social norms, or in other words that makes

the selection of certain alternatives by option-choosers more likely. For the

exact same choice, option-choosers are predicted to assign lower rewards to

low outcomes arising out of risky choices in which the uncertainty is not in

control of the option-choosers. I expected these rewards to be even lower

when the risky option is considered ex-ante inferior by rule-choosers and

choosing them would be a violation of the social norm. But choice of risky

options will be approved through high rewards when they result in high

outcomes. Moreover, the act of choosing safe option which (prior to the res-

olution of uncertainty) can be evaluated as inferior compared to risky ones,

will be approved when it is observed (after resolution of uncertainty) that

the risky options produce unadvantageous outcomes. Contrary to this, low

rewards might be present when a safe option is selected and it is observed

that risky options generate high outcome. Again, these rewards will be even

lower for safe options that are ex-ante considered as inferior to risky the

option. If these expectations for the rewarding behavior are relevant, then

the shape of rewards would motivate option-choosers to choose certain al-

ternatives during the tasks they choose for others. This type of a rewarding

behavior, if it exists, will either be naturally (hence rationally) anticipated

by option-choosers or will be learnt by them throughout the initial periods
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Table 4.4: Total Number of Safe Choices
Treatment Safe Choices (Total) Safe Choices (Mean)

A 435 5.72
B 407 5.35

Alone 422 5.55

of particular treatments. In addition to this, the likelihood of low rewards

would align the choices of option-choosers with the (predicted) preferences

of the rule-choosers. The extent to which option-choosers make cautious or

risky shifts in treatments that they choose for others will be tested in the

following sections. Moreover the effect of subject specific factors such as risk

preferences, gender and experience (about the rewarding behavior) on the

nature of choice shifts will be examined through regressions.

4.2.3 Choice shifts

I start by looking at the number of safe choices made during each one

of the three treatments. 76 option-choosers in total made 760 choices in

each treatment and Table 4.4 show that highest number of these were made

during treatment A where option-choosers were rewarded after realization

of choice and uncertainty. Interestingly, treatment B, where rule-choosers

write reward contracts contingent on choice and outcome do not lead to a

general decline in the number of risky choices made by option-choosers.

To denote specific choices faced by the subjects in a particular period,

I continue using the same notation (H, p, S) where H is the high outcome
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Table 4.5: Total Number of Safe Choices when high outcome is 30
Safe Option P(30) Treatment A Treatment B Alone

$9 0.25 65 64 63
$12 0.50 72 69 72
$15 0.25 43 31 43

Table 4.6: Total Number of Safe Choices when high outcome is 20
Safe Option P(20) Treatment A Treatment B Alone

$4 0.25 36 34 34
$6 0.50 2 2 3
$8 0.50 72 70 73
$10 0.50 15 16 20

in the lottery, p is the probability of this outcome, and S is the value of

the safe option. Tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 show the number of safe choices

during each treatment for a particular option pair (which includes a safe

and risky option). Majority of the safe choices are made in periods where

the value of safe option is in the close lower neighborhood of the expected

value (EV) of the risky option. One exception to this is ($10, 0.50, $5). In

addition to this, the frequency of safe choices show an obvious similarity

between treatments implying that significant preference reversals between

treatments do not exist. I interpret this as an evidence of preservation of

(general) preferences during treatments where choices are made on behalf

of another person, or in other words alignment of behavior with the social

norms. The difference between treatments (especially treatment A and alone

treatment) is most obvious for the option set ($10, 0.25, $3) (see table 4.7).

In total, subjects made 74 cautious shifts during treatment A and 62
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Table 4.7: Total Number of Safe Choices when high outcome is 10
Safe Option P(10) Treatment A Treatment B Alone

$3 0.25 54 49 38
$7 0.75 4 4 4
$5 0.50 72 68 72

during treatment B. Risky shifts, on the other hand, were 61 and 77 during

treatments A and B respectively. My interest will be mainly on cautious

shifts and since treatment A is the one where these type of shift dominate

risky ones, I will mainly focus on behavioral differences between Treatment

A and alone treatment. Choice shifts, both cautious and risky ones, in treat-

ments A and B were concentrated in certain option pairs and were in minor

numbers for the other option pairs in the experiment. Table 4.8 shows

that these options sets were ($10, 0.25, $3), ($20, 0.25, $4), ($30, 0.25, $9),

($20, 0.5, $10) and ($30, 0.50, $15). Interestingly, three out of these five op-

tions are the ones where the close frequencies of safe and risky choices show

a general indifference between safe and risky options, and the other two

are the ones where the value of safe option is equal to the expected value

from the lottery. This finding confirms the previous results from chapter 3

showing that shifts concentrate on option pairs where the safe amount is in

the the close neighborhood of expected value in the risky option where an

indifference is most likely.

I now proceed with nonparametric tests to search for evidences on the

significance of choice differences mainly between treatment A and alone
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Table 4.8: Choice shifts
Treatment A Treatment B

Safe Option High , P(High) Cautious Risky Cautious Risky

$3 $10, 0.25 21 7 18 7
$4 $20, 0.25 13 11 11 11
$9 $30, 0.25 10 8 9 8
$10 $20, 0.5 6 10 6 10
$15 $30, 0.50 13 17 5 17

Total (for options above) 63 53 49 53
Total (for all options) 74 62 61 77

treatment. The tests on the number of safe option choices made during

different treatments give us further information on the cautious shifts by

option-choosers. For the tests where I use matched pairs of observations,

my main instrument will be total number of safe choices. For the other

ones where I disregard subject identities (as in two-sample tests) I will use

choices in single option pairs (consisting of a risky and a safe option) where

safe choice is a binary variable.

All options

Disregarding the identity of subjects, when all options are considered

a Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test fails to reject the

hypothesis of equality for distribution of safe choices in treatment A and

alone treatment (p-value 0.505). When comparison is instead made between

treatment B and alone treatment the same test again fails to find a significant

difference (p-value 0.439). When subject identities are taken into account

comparison can instead be made through matched-pairs tests. When the
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hypothesis for equality of total number of safe choices between treatment

A and alone treatment is tested, a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank

test fails to find a significant difference (p-value 0.2447). The conclusion

for insignificant evidence of difference doesn’t change when the same test

compares treatment B and alone treatment (p-value 0.4918). After these, I

proceed with running these test on subsets of observations where previous

findings point out an increased likelihood of significant difference. These

subsets will be formed based on certain characteristics of safe and risky

options in a choice set.

Options where probability of high outcome is 0.25

Still focusing on total number of safe choices, when observations are

restricted to periods where the probability of high outcome in the lottery is

0.25, then Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test rejects the hypothesis

for equality between treatment A and alone treatment (p-value 0.0698).

When subject identities are disregarded a two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum

test fails to find a significant difference between distribution of safe choices

in these two treatments (p-value 0.1208). This significant difference in the

matched-pairs test is not surprising since the difference between treatment

A and alone treatment is most visible for option sets where the probability

of high outcome in the risky option was 0.25 which implies a high chance

of losing a safe payment due to unfavorable outcome in a risky option when
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that option is preferred over the safe one. Although they constitute only

60% of all choices nearly 80% of safe decisions are made in these cases

characterized by the high probability of loss. Compared to the case where

all periods are taken into account, Table 4.9 shows the increase in difference

between treatment A and Alone treatment (371 versus 352) when we restrict

the observations to the ones including a risky option with a low probability

of high outcome.

Options where safe option value is equal to the expected value of

risky option

The results I presented in Chapter 3 showed that the likelihood of a cau-

tious shift increases in groups, whenever the value of safe option is in close

proximity of the expected value of risky option. Next, I will restrict my ob-

servations to choices in option sets ($20, 0.50, $10) and ($30, 0.50, $15) where

the value of safe option is equal to the expected value of the risky one. In-

terestingly, for this particular choice sets option-choosers tend behave more

risky when deciding on behalf of someone else (see table 4.11). This I claim,

is mainly because the risky options generate generous high payoff here with

a substantially high probability. However the tests fail to find a significant

difference. In a two-sample test, a Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test

fails to reject the equality for distribution of safe choices in treatment A and

alone treatment (p-value 0.5586). When subject identities are considered, a
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Wilcoxon matched pairs test also fails to reject the equality of total number

of safe choices between these two treatments (p-value 0.7991).

Options where preferences in alone treatment indicate indifference

Following this, I try another restriction on observations and work on

ones where in general choices in alone treatment pointed out an indifference

on the side of subjects. The following three particular option sets fall into

this category: ($10, 0.25, $3), ($20, 0.25, $4) and ($30, 0.50, $15). As in the

previous experiment, I expect the choice shifts to be more prominent when

observations are restricted to these three particular periods. Table 4.11 sum-

marizes the data for these three periods and a substantial difference exists

in safe choices between treatment A and alone treatment. A two-sample

Wilcoxon rank sum test reject the equality for distribution of safe choices in

alone treatment and treatment A (p-value 0.0909). With subject identities

taken into account, a Wilcoxon matched pairs test is almost significant for

rejection of equality (p-value 0.1037) between these two treatments.

When Treatment A and alone treatment are compared in terms of choice

shifts by option-choosers we see that 27 out of 76 subjects made the same

number of safe choices in each treatment. 29 had more cautious shifts than

risky ones (having higher number of safe choices in treatment A) and 20 had

more risky shifts than cautious ones. When a similar comparison is made

between treatment C and alone treatment, we see that 25 subjects had more
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Table 4.9: Total Number of Safe Choices when P=0.25
Treatment Safe Choices (Total) Safe Choices (Mean)

A 371 4.88
B 354 4.65

Alone 352 4.63

Table 4.10: Total Number of Safe Choices when EV = S
Treatment Safe Choices (Total) Safe Choices (Mean)

A 58 0.76
B 47 0.61

Alone 63 0.82

Table 4.11: Total Number of Safe Choices when indifferent
Treatment Safe Choices (Total) Safe Choices (Mean)

A 133 1.75
B 114 1.5

Alone 115 1.51

cautious shifts compared to risky ones, 23 subjects had the same number of

safe choices in both treatments and 28 had more risky shifts compared to

cautious ones.

To summarize, cautious shifts in the experiment are most visible when

subjects are deciding in Treatment A where rewarding decisions are made af-

ter choice by option-choosers and uncertainty in the risk option are realized.

Significant evidence for a general cautious shift is not obtained, however

when certain restrictions are imposed on the option sets we consider, then

treatment A is indeed an environment for increased caution. In particular,

when the probability of high outcome in the lottery becomes very low, or

when subject’s revealed preferences are more likely to indicate an indiffer-
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ence, cautiousness becomes more common when decisions (which are subject

to evaluation) are made on behalf of someone else.

4.2.4 Regression Analysis

Nonparametric tests used above provide valuable information on the de-

terminants of choice shifts, but at the same time they exclude the possibility

of several factors jointly affecting the existence and direction of these shifts.

The data on subject characteristics of option-choosers provides information

on the session types that they participated in, their genders, all choices they

made during three treatments (including the ones where they decided for

themselves alone) and the rewards they were assigned through following pe-

riods. Moreover, the ten different lotteries presented to subjects through ten

periods of each treatment include a variety of choice parameters (e.g. value

and probability of high outcome in the lottery, value of safe option) that is

naturally expected to change the revealed preferences of subjects both when

they are choosing for others and when they are choosing for themselves.

I now start the logistic regression analysis of choices made during treat-

ment A where the option-choosers were selecting among risky and safe op-

tions on behalf of rule-choosers and the rewarding by rule-choosers is done

after realization of choice and uncertainty. The dependent variable analyzed

here is Safe choice in treatment A which gets the value 1 if safe option was

chosen (for the rule-chooser) by the option-chooser during treatment A for
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a particular risky-safe option pair. The independent variables used in the

regression have the following interpretations. High outcome is the magni-

tude of high payoff that the lottery yields. Remember that the lotteries have

two outcomes and the low outcome is always 0. Probability of high outcome

shows the probability that the lottery results in a high payoff. These prob-

abilities are 0.25 for six cases, 0.50 for three cases and 0.75 for one case.

Safe option value shows the magnitude of payoff that results from selection

of safe option. No uncertainty is present for this option. Male is a binary

variable where 1 means that the subject was male. Safe Choice Alone shows

that the option-chooser choose the safe option for that particular risky-safe

option pair during the alone treatment. First Treatment is A is a binary

variable which has the value 1 if the session started with treatment A. The

results are represented in table 4.12. To account for non-independence of

observations coming from the same subjects clustered robust standard errors

are used in this regression.

The results of the regression show that most of the independent variables

have significant effects and all have the coefficients with expected signs.

As the high outcome of the lottery gets larger and as the probability of

obtaining this outcome in the lottery gets larger the likelihood of a safe

choice declines. This is expressed by the negative and significant coefficients

of High outcome and Probability of High outcome. As the value of safe option

gets larger, we see a reverse effect increasing the likelihood of a safe choice
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Table 4.12: Logit: Safe Choice in Treatment A
Wald χ2 = 70.49 Prob > χ2 = 0.0000

Independent Variable β̂/seβ̂ z p-value

constant 3.867 5.92 0.000
.653

High outcome -.141 -4.47 0.000
1.743

Probability of High outcome -14.086 -8.08 0.000
1.987

Safe option value .452 6.74 0.000
.067

Male -.308 -1.21 0.226
.254

Safe Choice Alone 1.692 6.61 0.000
.256

First Treatment is A .330 1.27 0.204
.260

which is expressed by the positive and significant coefficient of Safe option

value. For subjects who choose the safe option for themselves, it is more

likely to do the same when they are choosing for others which is visible in

the positive and significant coefficient of Safe Choice Alone. The results

regarding this four independent variables shouldn’t be surprising. On the

other hand the coefficients for the other two remaining independent variables

require further interpretation. First, male subjects are less likely to make

safe choices for others as expressed by the negative coefficient for Male.

Note that this coefficient is not significant. There’s a weak indication of an
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Table 4.13: Logit: Safe Choice in Treatment B
Wald χ2 = 95.82 Prob > χ2 = 0.0000

Independent Variable β̂/seβ̂ z p-value

constant 2.975 5.27 0.000
.564

High outcome -4.188 -4.47 0.000
.022

Probability of High outcome -12.079 -6.08 0.000
1.987

Safe option value .322 5.05 0.000
.063

Male -.418 -1.86 0.062
.224

Safe Choice Alone 1.792 7.11 0.000
.252

First Treatment is A .566 2.51 0.012
.225

order effect since subjects since those who started the session with treatment

A are more likely to make safe choices for others (during treatment A) as

expressed by the positive coefficient of First Treatment is A. Again, note

that this coefficient is also insignificant.

Next, I proceed with the comparison between treatment B and alone

treatment and work on a logistic regression similar to the one presented

above. This time, the dependent variable is Safe Choice in Treatment B

(again a binary variable where 1 indicates safe choice being made on behalf

of rule-choosers). The independent variables used in this regression are
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exactly the same ones as before. Again clustered robust standard errors

are used to account for non-independence of observations coming from the

subject.

The results of the regression are presented in table 4.13. All independent

variables turn out the have significant effects and the signs of their coeffi-

cients indicate similar relations as in the case of previous regression. Note

that, the excess caution by females in this case where rule-choosers write

contingent reward contracts is significant (as expressed by the findings for

the independent variable Male). In addition to this a visible order effect is

present and cautiousness is more pronounced in sessions where treatment A

precedes treatment B. Previous comparisons of these two treatments showed

that the increase in caution is more visible during treatment A. When sub-

jects first encounter this period, it is highly likely that the induced cautious-

ness is carried to the following treatment where the setup and the subject

roles are very similar.

The two previous regressions used observations that included all choices

made by option-choosers during treatments A, B and alone treatment. To

extend the analysis further, I restrict the observations to those where a cau-

tious shifts is observed. First, I do this for risky-safe option pairs where a

subject (who is an option-chooser) chose the risky option for himself during

alone treatment and observe the choices in treatment A where a safe choice

would imply a cautious shift. The dependent variable here is Cautious shift
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Table 4.14: Logit: Cautious Shift in Treatment A
Wald χ2 = 36.90 Prob > χ2 = 0.0000

Independent Variable β̂/seβ̂ z p-value

constant 4.527 4.28 0.000
1.058

High outcome -.097 -3.13 0.002
.031

Probability of High outcome -13.970 -5.57 0.000
.082

Safe option value .396 4.81 0.000
.063

Male -.540 -1.41 0.158
.383

First Treatment is A -.557 4.28 0.012
.365

in Treatment A, again a binary variable where 1 indicates a cautious shift.

The independent variables used here are the same as two previous regres-

sions except that I exclude Safe choice alone due to the restriction of using

observations where safe option is selected in alone treatment (which sets Safe

choice alone equal to 1). The results are presented in table 4.14. Next I

focus on cautious shifts during treatment B using a similar regression where

the dependent variable is now Cautious shift in Treatment B. Again, I use

the same set of independent variables. The results of this second regression

is presented in table 4.15.

The variables with significant effects are the ones that characterize the

option set (Value and probability of high outcome in the risky option and
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Table 4.15: Logit: Cautious Shift in Treatment B
Wald χ2 = 32.19 Prob > χ2 = 0.0000

Independent Variable β̂/seβ̂ z p-value

constant 2.900 2.87 0.004
1.009

High outcome -.090 -2.63 0.009
.034

Probability of High outcome 11.265 -4.48 0.000
2.514

Safe option value .279 3.42 0.001
.081

Male -.501 -1.15 0.251
.436

First Treatment is A .109 0.27 0.788
.407

the value of safe option). Independent variables indicating gender and the

session order are not significant. A possible explanation is that induced

cautiousness (mainly in treatment A) is also carried to alone treatment

where option-choosers decide for themselves alone and this makes the choices

similar in all treatments,or in other words diminishes the effect of session

order on the type of choice shifts (since choice shifts mean opposite types

of choices in different treatments). Gender variable as in previous cases has

a negative, but insignificant coefficient lending minor support to the claim

that females are more cautious while making decisions on behalf of someone

else.
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Table 4.16: Rewarding Behavior
Outcome Periods (1,6,7,8) Periods (2,4,9)

Safe Chosen, High outcome in Risky 9.47 6.8
Safe Chosen, Low outcome in Risky 11.01 11.72
Risky Chosen, High outcome in Risky 13.5 12.22
Risky Chosen, Low outcome in Risky 1.61 5.07

4.2.5 Effect of Rewards on Choices

As I have shown above, there is a higher likelihood of cautious shifts for

certain option pairs compared to the rest. In this section I will examine the

rewarding behavior by rule-choosers so as to test the effect of this behavior

on the choice shifts made by option-choosers. My main expectations about

the rewarding are the following: When option-choosers chose risky options

but the outcome is low (0), then a low reward (i.e. punishment) will be more

likely. Instead when the outcome is high they will be assigned high rewards

(i.e. approval). In case of choice of safe options, approval through high

rewards will be present when (not-chosen) risky options yield a low return

and punishment through low rewards will be present when (not-chosen)

risky options yield high returns. The extent to which these expectations are

realized will depend on the nature of particular options pairs. As a result,

my comparisons which are explained in detail below will be between certain

subset of options.
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Options where safe is preferred versus options where risky is pre-

ferred

Reward assignments used by rule-choosers do indeed offer a mechanism

to induce selection of desired choices by option-choosers. Table 4.16 shows

the average rewards assigned in treatment A after all four outcome-choice

contingencies during two sets of periods. The first set includes periods

(1,6,7,8) where general preference favored safe option and the second set

includes periods (2,4,9) where general preference favored the risky option.

In periods were safe options are preferred by rule-choosers, the reward for the

case “risky option choice-high outcome in the lottery” was very low, indicat-

ing an excessive punishment by rule-choosers. Contrary to this, in periods

where risky options are preferred by rule-choosers, a substantially low re-

ward is assigned for the case “safe option choice - high outcome in risky”,

again indicating a punishment of relatively higher magnitude. When rewards

are compared across two sets of periods, in case of “safe option choice-high

outcome in Risky option” two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney)

test rejects hypothesis for equality of rewards assigned to option-choosers

(p-value less than 0.0025). In case of “risky option choice-low outcome in

risky option” the same test once again rejects the hypothesis for equality

(p-value less than 0.000). Contrary to this, the test fails to reject the hy-

pothesis of equality for cases of “safe option choice-low outcome in Risky
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option” and “risky option choice-high outcome in risky option” (p-values

0.104 and 0.583) respectively.

Nonparametric tests above confirm the initial observation about mag-

nitudes of punishment (i.e. low rewards) which is the factor inducing safe

choices in periods (1,6,7,8) and risky choices in periods (2,4,9). Substan-

tially low rewards characterize the evaluations made for decisions where 1-)

a safe option is preferred, but a risky option is chosen and yields a high

return 2-) a risky option is preferred, but a safe option is chosen, and risky

option yields a high return. This rewarding behavior must be naturally ex-

pected by option-choosers since the choices they made align with the general

revealed preferences for the particular periods examined above. However,

the findings also imply that, when a social norm is violated through choice

of non-preferred options, high rewards might still be present when the out-

comes are favorable. This might be the factor inducing some subjects to

choose non-preferred options, also indicating that decision quality hardly

matters when the choices result in good outcomes.

Options where choice shifts are common versus other options

Next, I focus on the effect of rewarding behavior on choice shifts and

the mean rewards are presented in table 4.17. Here experimental periods

are divided into 2 where the first set (1,3,4,5,10) are the periods which

were previously shown to exhibit much higher frequencies of cautious and
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Table 4.17: Rewarding Behavior
Outcome Periods (1,3,4,5,10) Periods (2,6,7,8,9)

Safe Chosen, High outcome in Risky 8.17 9.07
Safe Chosen, Low outcome in Risky 9.55 11.23
Risky Chosen, High outcome in Risky 11.37 13.15
Risky Chosen, Low outcome in Risky 4.33 4.28

risky shifts.4 For all contingent choice and outcome pairs, the table shows

the mean value for rewards that rule-choosers assigned to option-choosers.

When safe-option was chosen and risky option yielded 0 (low outcome), re-

wards in periods with a higher frequency of choice shifts were significantly

lower compared to other periods. The same also holds for cases where risky

option was chosen and it yielded a high outcome. Nonparametric tests of-

fer similar conclusions: In case of “safe option choice-low outcome in Risky

option” Two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney) test rejects hy-

pothesis for equality of rewards assigned to option-choosers (p-value less

than 0.000). In case of “risky option choice-high outcome in risky option”

the same test once again rejects the hypothesis for equality (p-value less than

0.000). Contrary to this, the test fails to reject the hypothesis of equality for

cases of “safe option choice-high outcome in Risky option” and “risky option

choice-low outcome in risky option” (p-values 0.104 and 0.583) respectively.

The periods (1,3,4,5,10) where choices shifts are common exhibit a high
4Most cautious shifts were concentrated in the choices made for 5 option pairs that were

previously presented in Table 4.8, namely ($10, 0.25, $3), ($20, 0.25, $4), ($10, 0.75, $7),
($30, 0.25, $9) and ($30, 0.50, $15). During treatment A, 4 of these options were encoun-
tered in the first 5 periods (at periods 1,3,4,5). I will first examine the rewards assigned
for different choices and outcome for these 5 options.
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frequency of both cautious and risky shifts. Compared to other periods,

rewards are not necessarily lower here for unfavorable choice and outcome

pairs which is also seen from nonparametric tests above. However the choice

and outcome pairs which are naturally expected to generate high rewards

induce even higher rewards at periods where choice shifts are not common.

As can be seen from table 4.17 this is true both for the case of “safe option

choice-low outcome in risky” and for the case of “risky option choice-high

outcome in risky option”. If option-choosers naturally expect higher rewards

(when the outcome is good) and same amount of punishment (when the

outcome is bad) as a result of outcomes generated by the choices they make,

shifts might be less likely to occur. However this issue requires further

testing through other experiments.

Up to now, my analysis was based on the assumption that rewarding

behavior will be correctly anticipated by option-choosers. One should note

that the outcomes for the choices they make, hence the rewards they faced

changes significantly among different option-choosers. I proceed with setting

up a test to see the effect of experience in earlier periods of the experiment on

the choices made during later periods. The dependent variable here is once

again “Safe choice in treatment A”. But I limit the observations to the last

five periods of the experiment. On the other hand, the independent variables

characterizing the reward experience are generated using the data from the

first five periods of the experiment. Previously, I talked about four different
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Table 4.18: Logit: Rewards and safe choice in treatment A
Wald χ2 = 74.12 Prob > χ2 = 0.0000

Independent Variable β̂/seβ̂ z p-value

constant 3.790 2.41 0.016
1.574

Good outcome for safe choice .792 2.18 0.029
.363

Bad outcome for safe choice .571 1.56 0.119
.366

Bad outcome for risky choice .053 0.22 0.829
.245

Probability of high outcome -20.120 -6.45 0.000
3.121

Safe option value .139 1.60 0.110
.087

Male -.165 -0.33 0.743
.505

Safe choice alone 2.033 4.85 0.000
.419

First Treatment is A -.136 -0.32 0.747
.422

choice-outcome pairs which result in different rewarding behavior. Based on

this I introduce four new independent variable which are Good outcomes for

safe choice which shows the number of times that option-chooser chose the

safe option and risky option yielded a low return, Bad outcomes for risky

choice which shows the number of time that option-chooser chose the risky

option and risky option yielded a high return, Bad outcomes for risky choice

which shows the number of time that option-chooser chose the risky option
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and risky option yielded a low return. The fourth independent variable, Bad

outcomes for safe choice then is equal to five minus the sum of other three

independent variables and so it will be dropped due to collinearity. The rest

of the independent variables used in the regression were previously defined

and used in the regressions on this section. The results of the regression

are presented in table 4.18. Clustered robust standard errors are used once

again to account for the non-independence of observations coming from the

same subject.

The variables that turn out to have significant effects are Good outcome

for safe choice, Probability of high outcome and Safe choice alone which offer

the following interpretations: As the number of instances where safe option

was chosen and the lottery resulted in a low outcome increases, choice of

safe options in further periods becomes more likely. As I have shown before,

option-choosers are assigned high rewards when they choose a safe option

and avoid a loss due to a low outcome in the risky option. Results of the

regression show that this experience increases the tendency to choose safe

options. Not surprisingly, when the probability of high outcome in the risky

option increases, choice of risky options become more likely. In addition to

this, when people chose safe options for themselves, it becomes more likely

that they will choose similar options for others.
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4.3 Discussion

This chapter documents motivations for making certain choices in cases

when these choices affect the payoffs of other parties. In my analysis, these

cases include situations where an explicit evaluation of decisions exists and

situations where no evaluation is present. Interestingly, the results from

both cases indicate an awareness of social norms.

For the case of no evaluation, I examined an experiment where social

norms, both injunctive and descriptive ones, point out the appropriateness

of having a higher frequency of safe choices when the outcome of risky choices

bind all members of a group. Subjects whose behavior aligns with the norm

could easily admit the awareness of the social norm and the necessity of being

more careful for this situation. When a subject behaves outside the norm,

this behavior is mainly explained using the objectivity argument. Making

choices that contradict with the norm or that do not fully satisfy the norm’s

requirements are justified by stating that choices were inspired by a logical

rule that was followed each time a decision is made.

For the case of explicit evaluations, I examined an experiment where so-

cial norms (ex-ante) would favor choice of options preferred by other people

when the outcomes only matter for those people. No matter what these

norms demand, situations that involve a high probability of loss would in-

crease the frequency of safe choices when choices are evaluated based on the
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outcomes. This is because low outcomes diminish the value given to decision

quality and generate unfavorable evaluations. Moreover compared to males,

females are more likely to choose safe options when deciding on behalf of an-

other person. In addition to this, when a clear preference between safe and

risky options exists, choice of non-preferred options is likely to meet a highly

unfavorable evaluation, i.e. low rewards when the chosen options result in

bad outcomes. When clear preferences do not exist, this effect is diminished

to a certain extent. In case of good outcomes, decisions meet very favorable

evaluations when preferences (ex-ante) rank the chosen option higher than

the unchosen one. The effect is again diminished for cases where a ranking

is not obvious. The way decisions are evaluated increase the likelihood of

safe choices when the number of instances that these options are chosen and

avoid losses becomes higher.

To summarize, people do not seem to be willing to violate a social norm

even when no enforcement is present. A violation is justified through choices

based on objective reasoning and decision making. In case of enforcement

through explicit monetary evaluations, violation of a social norm is severely

punished when the outcomes are bad. This punishment is completely dimin-

ished when a violation luckily results in a good outcome. However severe

punishment seems to make the norm highly salient. When social norms

do not have clear directions for behavior, neither punishments nor rewards

are at the extremes, representing the ambiguity of direction indicated by
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the norm. Moreover, These particular behaviors of evaluating parties are

correctly anticipated by choice making agents.
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